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Submitted by Donna Reynolds DiPesa, September 20, 2007, donnadipesa@bellsouth.net
I think my grandfather was born old. There was very little change in his
appearance from the early 1940's when I first remember him. until I stood by his bed as
he passed away in 1957. He was a sweet and gentle man, quiet and unassuming. He
had many friends, as well as being surrounded by a large family of Reynolds's in Cave
City. But as Marshal, and later Chief of Police and the only law enforcement officer in
the city for many years, he could be forceful when the occasion warranted.
Russell Arthur Reynolds was born in Cave City, Kentucky on February 1, 1886.
His parents were Joseph Marion "Joe" Reynolds, born in Cave City on September 8,
1848, and Elizabeth Mary Sloan Reynolds, born in Edmonson County on February 21,
1849. Elizabeth's father, Samuel, was the Sloan for whom Sloan's Crossing on Highway
70 in Mammoth Cave National Park was named. Russell was the youngest of seven
children, five boys and two girls. His father, Joe, was a farmer and his mother a
housewife, later a milliner, taking care of seven children.
Russell went to school in Cave City until about 1901, when Joe moved his family
to Louisville. There Joe opened a grocery store on Highland Boulevard. The older
children worked at various occupations, one a barber, two were retail clerks. Russell
followed his brother, Charles, and went to work for the Louisville Transit Company,
becoming a trolley conductor at about the age of 18.
In 1907, he married Leia Carby, daughter of Lewis Hackley Carby, and born on
February 9, 1887, in Elizabeth City (now Elizabethtown), Hardin County, Kentucky. LeIa
was a twin, and her first two children, Marion Duard and Violet Elizabeth, born in 1908,
were twins.
But Barren County called him back. Russell and LeIa and their steadily growing
family moved back to Cave City in 1909. Russell Randolph (Ranny), James Carroll, and
Nolte Harold, my father, were born in Cave City in 1910, 1913, and 1915. Then in 1917,
the family moved to Rocky Hill in Edmonson County, where they added two more
children, Jewell Walter (Jakie), and Eugenia Pearl (Genie) in 1918 and 1920. By now
there were five boys and two girls, just as in his father's family. Living in Edmonson
County, Russell was a produce farmer for the Hulen Toop Company at Rocky Hill
Station. There in the Parker area, the family lived near the Reverend Hastings, a local
minister of the Gospel.
In early 1920, Russell and Lela moved their family back to Cave City. He worked
as a truck driver for several years. And by 1935, Russell was the Marshal for Cave City,
Kentucky. He was the lone law enforcement officer for this sometimes rowdy town. A
quote from the August 2, 1935 Cave City Progress states, "Baker and Overstreet, both
colored, seemed to have gotten more than their share of the "Red Eye" that flowed here
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Saturday night, with the results that Baker was taken to the Glasgow jail. The trouble
first started in front of Hill Bros, garage. They were cursing and had knives drawn on
each other. The marshal, Mr. Reynolds, quieted this disturbance and sent them out of
town. According to reports, they returned and were about to go at each others throats
again when the marshal rapped Baker on the head with his billy, placed him under arrest
and sent him to the Glasgow jail for safe keeping. Overstreet was taken home."
One Saturday afternoon in the summer of 1948, now with the title of Chief of
Police, Reynolds and several other "revenooers" conducted a raid on a moonshine still
out on the Mammoth Cave Road. The troop returned to Cave City with quite a haul of
confiscated moonshine. They pulled the paddy wagon up in front of the Peoples Bank
and began to pour the moonshine into the sewer drain there near the corner. It was
soon discovered that as they poured away the "shine". Frosty, a local black man from
there in Cave City, had the drain open down the street in front of Houchen's Grocery,
and was dipping the "shine" out with a tin can and collecting it in a bucket, presumably
for his own later consumption. Frosty was very disappointed when he was made to pour
the moonshine back into the drain and watch it flow away.
(Photo contributed by Donna. Her grandfather is in uniform; gentleman in the rear is his
cousin, Roy Reynolds, owner of the poultry house and mayor of Cave City at the time.)
Chief of Police Russell Reynolds retired about 1950, and lived in his family home
behind the Cave City Methodist Church until he became ill and could not care for
himself. He then went to Louisville in 1956 to live with his son, Nolte, and family until he
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passed away July 23, 1957, at Louisville General Hospital. He was returned to
his beloved Cave City, where he was buried beside his wife, mother, and father just
inside the gates in the Cave City Cemetery. And so passed another generation of law
enforcement in Cave City, Kentucky.
Way Back When Sidebar
By Seaborn Ellzey
Cave CItv Circa 1957
Contributed by Linda Hunt of Cave City KY to Dean Hunt.
I wish to thank Mrs. Carole Turner Reynolds for her help in establishing accuracy in the
placement order and time frames of the Cave City Business District 50 years ago.
Let's suppose you were doing a non-scientific survey of Cave City businesses that were
existent in the year of 1957 and your starting point was South 1 '̂ Street and Broadway working
your way up to the (only) red light and slightly beyond, then crossing Highway 70 over to the
Cave City School and returning North P' Street and Broadway? Then this is what you would
encounter on your short trip.
The first business you would see is Handy and Reynolds, a "General" store in every sense
of the word. Handy and Reynolds could clothe your family, feed them, and provide them tools or
toys, farming gear and a hundred other items (my favorite was "Chum-Gum"-four sticks for a
penny and ''Never lost its peculiar flavor". The store smell was a mixture of kerosene, oiled
wood floors, tobacco smoke, meat, flour, coal burning stove, and spices. The wood burning stove
was a winter meeting spot for an assortment of citizens with equal assortments of opinions on
baseball, politics, and farming methods with juicy tidbits of gossip for added flavor. The staff at
that time would have included: Lucille Reynolds; operating partner, Mrs. Ellis Jones, clerk;
Grandpappy Poynter and Mr. McGavic, delivery boys and , clerk. In the same
building moving up the street was the office of Dr. James Burks. Upstairs over Dr. Burks' was
the law offices of Yancy Handy and Evelyn Gipson's Beauty Shop - separate, not a combo. The
Handy and Reynolds building stood at the space now occupied by two (what I refer to as the
McDonalds and Burger King) banks. Actually the Hotel Dixie was located on part of where the
banks are. The Hotel Dixie was a magnificent structure of three stories with a dining room that
was referred to today as seedy but in it's heyday it was a beauty. It burned in 1962 and was razed
shortly thereafter. Next up was an alley between the Hotel and The National Furniture Store.
The National Furniture Store was approximately 2500 square feet of "Credit Accepted" furniture
of good quality. The next stop on the walking tour would be The National Store, a genuine
department store of 3-4 thousand square feet (counting the balcony.) Besides clothing and shoes,
they had toys, plant bed covering and hats of straw, fell, and a decent supply of "Ball Caps" and
"Church Hats". The luggage department consisted of one? leather Samsonite suitcase that served
double duty as a door stop on hot days. 1 remember that one? suitcase from my youth (before
1957) until the store eventually closed during the early '70's.
Now we turn right onto 2"'' Street where we pass by Gardner Insurance, ably managed by
longtime Mayor J.B. Gardner, onto the most popular recreational area in Cave City and outlying
areas, was located George's Pool Room. George's Pool Room was a no nonsense
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forerunner to the now called "Game Rooms". The best hamburgers in town could be smelled a
block away along with the best hotdogs in town, too. There were two pinball machines on the
right when you entered; on the left was the lunch counter with a seating capacity of seven. The
grill was further behind the counter. Then down the center of the building were four pool tables.
You had earn a spot on the front table where only Bank was played - calling each shot...had to
go 3 or more rails on the out ball. The front table was dominated by the likes of Jess Brooks, Don
Lafferty, Johnny Geralds, Carl Davis Sr., and George Long. The owners were George and
Charlie Isenberg, neither of whom tolerated drunkenness or cussing. Either of these behaviors
resulted in a literal tossing out the door. Other employees during the *50's were Pete Middleton
and Bill Smith.
Coming Back up South 2"^ take a right on Broadway and immediately you are at Bill's
Radio Shop operated by Bill Proffitt, inventor of the famous mechanical band. Next came the
Baptist Church where all of the rowdy boys prayed for a full house so that they would be sent to
the balcony, a place easy to hide in the Sunday school rooms and philosophize. Another alley
then Clarence Devore's T.V. Shop. When color television first appeared Clarence would leave a
color set on in his display window. Basil Braden, Billy Paul Logsdon, David Lyon, and McKey
Edwards (cronies) thought that civilization had reached its peak. Then came Gardner Hotel
famous for their burning mattress. Barney's Bakery was within the confines of the Hotel. A
master baker was Barney Hawkins. No sweets ever eaten by this writer can compare with
Barney's, especially his caramel pecan rolls. We have now reached The Waffle House operated
by the Brooks family. Needless to say, their waffles were fantastic when covered in butter and
Log Cabin Syrup. Luttrell's Barber Shop was manned by the notorious cusser and choir singer,
Herman "The German" Luttrell. Herman also made out Bill Hawkins' "arrest" warrants daily to
insure that Cave City's criminal element stayed in check. Bill Hayes, J.C. Poynter, Mr. Whitlow
and others ably assisted Herman in all his activities.
By now we have arrived at George Tucker's Ford Dealership. Mr. Tucker was a true
citizen for the betterment of Cave City and an expert judge of horse flesh. Mrs. Bemeice
Reynolds, Carl Davis Sr., Royce Alexander and others kept the gears grinding along with Smitty
Smith. Cave City's lone surviving factory was the next stop. Mammoth Cave Garment Factory
supported a goodlyportion of the City's population during the 40's, 50's, 60's, & 70's by turning
out denim products. Happy Jack & Happy Jill dungarees (fit like a glove, wearing like iron)
come to mind immediately. Next up was (and is) the Cave City Christian Church. I believe Dix
Archer was the Minister at that time. Now there were approximately 6 or 7 residences before you
crossed 31-W to Hills Service Center. Buck Edmonds once related that during World War II
there was a scarcity of tires, so he and manager A.G. Long would buy old worn out tires and cut
new treads in them to help the war effort. He and A.G. became so proficient they could cut a
tread in parchment paper. Next was C.O. Hughes Grocery in the McCoy Building. Mr. Hughes
had been in the grocery business in various locations during the years. His gruffness was offset
by his wife who has to be one of the kindest ladies to ever grace this earth. The final business on
this side of the street was McCoy's Beauty Shop. Maxine Ford started helping her mother, Mrs.
McCoy, in the early 40's and kept the shopopen up until this year. Jean Holton Reynolds worked
with Maxine since 1959. McCoy's may be the longest surviving business since 1957.
Well ladies and gentlemen, lets cross the street and start back to First Street. First up was
Coats DX with the always pleasant Marty Coats, owning and operating, until its demise in the late
60's or early 70's. A bevy of workers were there in the 50's; Toadie Hubles, Robert Brown,
Dickie Hunt, Zeke Jones, Zone Hunt, Jerry Parrish, Billy "Booger" Strode, and Shorty Coats plus
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Carter Monroe. Marty insisted on washing your windshield with Coca Cola. Pepsi evidently lost
the glass cleaning test.
Next was the Kentucky Craft and Camera Shop owned by the Scott brothers, Ray and
Carl, and managed by Carl. Carl was the only person that could give you a twenty minute
discourse on a bent nail. Next was a huge white house where the Post Office sits. Then Woods
Chevrolet, owned by Johnny and Steve Woods, who were preceded by their father. My first car,
a 1954 Chevy 210, was foisted on me by Clyde Smith, their ace salesman. $ 150.00 put me on the
road. Next came several residences, all of which are still standing. Clara's Beauty Shop was in
the residence now occupied by Elsie's Beauty Shop. The beloved Ace Theatre came next, but it
had been closed over two years by 1957. People (old people) have told me that they will
occasionally dream that the Ace has reopened - count me among those dreamers. Next came
ByBee & Allen Plumbing and ByBee and Allen Furniture. The Furniture Store was open until
two years ago, but the Plumbing Bldg. had been many things over the years, most recently
Satellite Chuck's Sales. ByBee and Allen was full of good solid characters in 1957, notably
Charlie ByBee, Jewell Allen, Norbert Kinney, Garvey Laird, Harold Middleton, Margaret Allen,
and Mr. Edwards. When you took a hard right, on North Second you shortly arrived at Gibson's
Cleaners. Mr. & Mrs. Roy Gibson worked hard, did a good job and were personable and
reasonable. Now turn around and head to Broadway. Another right and you're at Long's Cave
City Drugs. Anna Parker made the best tuna salad ever, while Doc Long and Christine Long
made sure to have an array of teenage head turners working the fountain. They included: Elenor
Barron, Emily Toohey, Betsy Curd, Mary White, and Jeanette Long.
Next up was Geralds Furniture, managed by my grandfather, Otis Martin. Grandpa was
shrewd, he rotated the furniture placements 3 or 4 times a month and could always be touched for
"walking around money" - usually a dime. Hunt's Jewelry was next. Fred Hunt could fix
anything that ticked. The H.Y Davis Bank was next, where employees Mr. Earl Dickey and
William King were famous for never smiling. As mentioned earlier about the rowdy boys
praying for a full house and subsequent balcony duty, they also prayed that Mr. Dickey not be
called on for the closing prayer, as his prayers often had the same length as the sermon, or longer.
Next came Dick Rose's Pool Room. A different crowd frequented it than did George's Pool
Room. This was a pool room with an edge. Willis Drugs was next. They had the best ice cream
(Brown's) and Mexican hamburgers in town plus they had aftershave samples within reach.
Wilma Isenberg and Emma Smith, plus the world's oldest jerk, was known to slyly cut the
milkshakes with ice chips. It was best to get Wilma or Emma for shakes. Alley Up, then
Monroe's Cash Grocery (now The Cream and Sugar Cafe) offered one half pound of raisin spice
cake for 15 cents. Then came Greene's Dry Goods. They mainly catered to the ladies apparel
needs. Mrs. Greene and Frances Hawkins were the clerks that stand out. The Peoples Bank,
complete with cupola, had the corner of 1'* & Broadway. Lerond Reynolds, Hampton Rogers,
Sammy D. Caldwell, and Betty Hunt were always courteous - but firm about not constantly
swapping your roll of pennies for another so that you could find the elusive 1909 S (or
something) that was worth thousands of dollars. Turning right on North First, Follis Hardware
was next. Mr. Follis was a nice man, but sold defective badminton birdies according to Billy
Staire Braden. Beside Follis' was the U.S. Post Office with Trigg Curd and Carl Whitaker taking
up the slack for Postmaster Edwin Terry's two hour lunch breaks at George's Pool Room. Roy
Reynolds Produce came next. The local urban legend that some unethical guys would steal from
the junk yard at night that Mr. Reynolds operated out back and sell it back to him the next day is
based on fact. The Shoe Repair Shop was next. Heel taps were their big mover. Another
downtown business in 1957 was Willis Brothers Poultry House —noisy but smelly and lastly
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Billy Lee's Ice House. During summers like this one, Billy would let you go in the Ice House
and cool down provided you purchased an icy R.C. Cola.
In 1957 there were the 46 businesses listed on Broadway and two side streets alone. There were
at least 20 more on 31-W. Cave City was a thriving self-contained community. Now these same
streets are filled with buildmgs in various state of repair, many of which are also empty. While
it's unrealistic to expect Cave City to return to its diversified business heyday of fifty years ago, it
is promising to see that other towns like ours are making concerted efforts to revitalize their
downtown areas. We can only hope that Cave City follows suit and return our streets to their
charm ofyears gone by.
RECENT SOCIETYSPEAKERS
Joy Lyons of Mammoth Cave spoke to the Society in September.
She talked of the history of Bells's Tavern in Park City;
improvements, interesting events that occurred there, and the
restoration and of the cemetery. The audience had many
questions about this historic site and thoroughly enjoyed her
talk.
Robert A. Lessenberry, former Mayor of Glasgow and
President of the Glasgow Railway Company spoke in
October and provided a wonderful insight to the back
ground of the company and railroading in Glasgow. His
interesting program evoked a hearty response from those
present.
I
THE SAGA OF JAMES BOSLEY CARTER - CHAPTER 2
Contributed by MargaretGagliardi (meQSQeneof^Qmail.Com). Spellingshown as written.
Chapter II
We landed at "Cloid's ware house, or ferry, either name was sufficient. As was usualy
the case when a steamboat was due, quite crowd greeted us at the landing, which was incidental,
as no one knew of our coming, but among the crowd, there were many of our relatives, and
friends of my mother, who escorted us to their homes, wirh real KY hospetality. At that time
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southern hospetality was perverbial and notorious the world over. Even strangers were
entertained, and lodged, with no thought of compensation, even the offer of which on the part of
the sojoumer, would have been offensive.
I remember that we spent some weeks visiting around amoung relatives, and friends, till
we fmaly reached the home of Uncle Joseph which was a part of the Old Carter homestead. My
father had at one time owned a part of this homestead, but I do not think that he realised much out
of it. In some way a deed had passed to our uncle Joseph, and it is possible that a promise was
given to pay a certain purchas price. But as business was done largely on the credit system, I
doubt that it was ever paid, which I think my mother knew but as uncle had been very kind to us
in many things, she could not complaine. I do not recall how long we lived with my uncle but I
am sure that it was several months. Finaly a move was made in the community to provide us a
home, and the neighbors all turned out, and built us a round long cabbin, in rather an out of the
way place on my uncle's farm. The site was selected by my mother because that it was away
from the public highway. While she was a very good woman, she was a very great coward,
especialy as to the negro population, whom she regarded as being morraly unreliable.
The house was a very crude affare. The floor was constructed out of poplar slabs,
fastened to the lower joists with wooden pins, and was very open and rough, being smothed with
a broad ax. In one side was and opning, which was closed with a wooden shutter. The fire place
was onley built up half way, and semed to draw the wrong way, and we were often litterly
smoked out of the house.
Taking the house as a whole when completed farmers now a days would hardley consider
it good enough to stable their horses in but as there were many in the country that were no better,
if as good we considered that we were rather fortunate to get this cabbin as a donation. My
mothers love of a home was sincere, and unbounded, and when she gathered her little family
within its walls, and gave such hearty thanks for the privelege, we felt that it was good enough for
anybody.
We now set to work in eames{t} to make a living, and make our selves comfortable. My
mother was a great sufferer from asthma, which often rendered her incompetent to perform any
kind of labor. I frequently had to sit up with her all night, and give her warm teas, when I thought
that she would not live till morning. I did not know that asthma rarely kills people. My mother
did all kinds of work such as spinning and weaving. The wool, or cotten had to be made into rolls
with hand cards, and 1 became quite an expert in the use of them. I would card the rolls, while
mother would spin them into thred.
During the day I would gather dry sticks with which to keep a light in the fireplace to
enable us to work at night, which was often prolonged to a late hour. I will say in passing, that I
was now nearing my ninth birth day, but feh that I had the responsibilities of a man resting upon
my shoulders. Besides having an inordinant ambition to acquire a home, I had an ever present
desire to become educated, and I devoured all the books that I could get ahold of, which were few
indeed. There was very little literature in circulation amoung the poor, and middle classes. The
onley newspapers that I remember to have seen, was a few copies of the Louisville Journal. I
cant remember when I first could read, but up to this time I had never entered a school room, all
that I knew I learned at home. When I could get nothing else to read I fell back on the bible,
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which I devoured greadily. On nights, when I was not engaged in helping my mother I would lay
with my head to the fireplace, and read by a brush light.
There were no public schools then as now, and only the well to do could afford to send
their children to a subscription school.
My mother desired greatly that I should have school priveleges, and through the influence
of wealthy friends got me into a subscription school, but after a trial of three weeks, found that
the rich children imposed upon me so much, that she took me out, and I did not attempt to go
again while we remained in the state.
My mothers health failed so badly that it became necessary for me to do what I could
towards making a living. Wages in those days were very low, and it was hard for a boy to get
work at any price. When I was elevn years old I hired out to a farmer at $25.00 dollars a year. It
was several miles to the home of my employers home, and I could onley make occasional visits to
my mothers home which was the greatest privelige of my life. Language would fail to convey to
the reader the pride that inspired my boyous heart, over being able to help my mother support the
family. Every moment of my short visits were spent in visiting with my mother, and planning for
the future.
1continued to work for $25.00 a year till I was 14 years old. In the latter part of my 14th
year I was taken down with inflammatory rheumatism, and was not able to do any work till
spring, which was a great calamity, but in some way we lived. The people where ever we lived
were kind to us, and when misfortune overtook us, helped us to weather the storm. With the
springtime came health, and I was able to go to work again. I was now well along in my 14th
year, and was able to do a mans work, but had to accept a boys wages.
We did not realize that great changes were in store for us, and that ere the year should
close we would be in another state. About two years before, my Uncle Joseph, had removed to
Warrick County Indiana, and he was so well pleased with the country, that he wrote us that he
was coming after us in the fall, to remove us to his new home, and to get ready by the first of
October, which as I recolect was the fall of 1849. It was a great day for me when we were loaded
into my uncle's wagon, and bid farewell to the land of our nativity, possibly for ever. I will here
explainthat there was not sufficient room in the wagon and I was told that I would have to walk.
Besids my mothers family there was an aunt and her husband, and her two children, and
the bedding for bothe families. I received my orders with heroic resignation. The excitement of
travel was upon me and I felt equal to any undertaking. A decription of our train will, I opine be
interesting reading for those who have had no experience in, or observation of the mode of
imigration 60 years ago. My uncle's wagon was a two horse concern with a long stiff toungue,
the horses were driven without, the driver sat on the leader, with the off horse tied to it, with a
rope halter. There were two other wagons in our train, which were driven in the same way. All
of the men folks, except the drivers had to walk, which would not have been very exhausting, if
the weatherhad kept dry. I for one startedout in the morning in great sperits and kept it up till in
the afternoon, when one of those characteristic southern autumnal rains came down upon us, and
continued till after nightfall. We were all wet to skinn, and we soon had to wade mud and water
at evry step. But I did not get greatly discouraged. I regarded it as a part of a program in travel
that had to be indured, and I knew that it could not be avoided. We had a distant relative living
on the road, whose place we desired to reach before camping, but it was about dark when we got
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there. We got shelter for the women and children but the men folks had to sleep in the wagons,
which were {not} very comfortable. The weather cleared up during the night and remained so
during the entire trip. We were enrout earley and made a good days travel. The onley incidedt
that is worth recoording was that I was advised in the morning that we would pass the residence
of my great grandfather Hudgens, on my motthers side of the house. This information did not
inspire me greatly. I considered that I had not lost any relatives of that kind, and I was not
particularly interested in finding any. I remember that we went into camp for dinner at a creek,
and a house on the hill was pointed out to me, as being that of my grandfather, and that when we
had eaten our lunch we would go ahead while the horses rested and visit the old people.
When a boy, and up to my earley manhood I was painefully timid or bashfull. I had an
abiding horror of a s{c}ene, such as the meeting or parting of friends, and on this occassion I
figurd that there would be more or less of a sensation, either at meeting or parting, which I made
up my mind I would not witness, and when they all got ready to go they could not find me, but I
knew that I would have to pass the house, but I figured that I could keep out of sight behind some
of the wagons. When the wagons moved out I followed close in, but when we neared the house I
found that the folks had all gone on a walk, and therefore that there would not be any kind of a
partingsene for me to witness, and I became more bold. The old gentleman was standingat the
gate, and called to me to know who I was, and my timidity all left me, and I felt quite asshamed
of my conduct. He was very venerable. I think that they told me he was then in his 96th year,
and he lived to be more than a 100 years old.
The rest of the journey was made without any startling incidents. The second day we
passed through Glasco, the county seat of Barren county. The third day we passed through
Bolingreen, which afterwards became famous in the civil war. The third {fourth?}day took us
through Hartford. I finaly became very footsore, and one afternoon I climed into the back end of
the wagon, to rest and get a little sleep, but I had hardly got well settled till they found me and
ordered me out, and I felt quite disgraced, and my chagrin stuck to me the balance of the journey.
The evening of the fourth day we reached Ownsboro, on the Ohio river, and I was again
priveieged to look upon that great waterway, down which I had passed 9 years before. On the
morning of the 5{th day} we crossed the river into Indiana, which placed us within a days
journey of our future home, but did not reach it till the evning of the 6{th} day out. We had
traveled about 135 miles, which was prety good, concidering our travling equipment. We were
not long in securing a home. My mother was ever vigilent in that direction, and she never failed
to find helping hands in procuring one. Lemuel Carter, a cusin of my father, had a vacant house
on his farm, that he removed and reerected for us. My mothers perverbial timiditiy again
interveaned, and she had the house erected on the back part of the farm, when she could have had
it put up on the public road. Lem as he was called hired me at $75.00 a year, which I considered
monopolus in comparison to my wages up to this time, as I would earn as much in one year as I
had in three years in Kentucky. About the first of January, {Lem}Carter thought that I had better
go to school the bal{ance} of the term, two months, and agreed that I might make up the time.
However this apparent generosity had in it a streak of selfishness, the com had all been gathered,
and there was very little proffiable work for me to do, and by letting me off the most of my time
would be put in throgh the crop season, but myself and mother accepted the apparent favor on his
part. In fact the idea of going to school at theis time I considered the greatest event of my life,
and I could see nothing but generous impulces on the part of anybody. I had passed my 15{th}
birth day, and had never been in a school but three weeks in my life. When on the first of Jan
1850 I started to school, I do not think that any boy ever entered the old log schoolhouse with a
prouder step. My books consisted of Daveys third part of arrithmatic, a spelling book, and a copy
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of the U S history. 1 was known as the "poor widow womans boy", but throgh my mothers
influence I had the respect, and encouragement of the entire school. Four of the boys of my size,
who had gone well over into compound numbers concluded that they would go back and come up
with the widow womans son. I may remark here that in those days there were no primary
textbooks as now. In the two months, I made prety good headway and my class got well into
compound numbers. I used all of the spare time that I could during the summer in reviewing
what I had gone over, and possibly advanced a little in other studies. The next winter I got in
nearley three months. I commenced with my class at the beginning in arrithmatic, and were soon
up to where we left off the previous year. Wearing decimal fractions, my classmates became
discouraged, and wanted to review, but I said to them that 1 would never go over that ground
again. They turned back and my recolection is that they never got any further in arriuthmatic. I
perseviered, and made fare headway.
My progress at school was so rapid that I attracted considerable notice, especially
amoung the old people, who refered their boys to me for an example of what a boy could do if he
tried. During the winter my mother was able to get work for me for a very excellent man by the
name of Baker. He was a bachelor, but lived on his fathers farm, and provided for the family. I
received $12.00 per month and was treated as one of the family. In fact that I was able to relieve
my muther from many hardships, was a source of great satisfaction and pride to me. I used most
of my leisure time in reviewing my studies. In the fall of this year I met with an accident, in
being thrown from a horse, which resulted in no other injury than the fracture of one bone of the
right fore arm, which practicaly threw me out of work for the coming winter, but improved my
time in school, and {1} was able to make radical advancement. I took up grammer, astronomy,
and philosophy. Gramar was very easy for me, and I was soon at the head of the school in that
study, but mathamatics was always somehting of a puzzel for me, and I onley suceeded by the
closest application. I continued to work the summer, and attend school through the winter, till my
20{th} year. I now considered that I had acquired about all that I could get in the public school
and seriously thought of going to seminary, or college, but I never got farther than a serious
consideration of the possibilities in that direction. I found that I could not go forward without a
serious inconvenience to the family, and that, I could not get the consent of my mind to do. In the
fall of my 19{th} year I had taken a lease of 20 acres of heavy timbred land for 5 years, from
which I had to remove the timber - {ajfoot (in diameter} and under - for the use of it. While I
recognized the fact that I had undertaken a hurculan job for a boy, I believed that I would be able
to accomplish it, and went at it with a detirmination that I believed would carry me throgh.
The first winter I was able to clear, and inclose ten acres, and put it in cultivation the next
summer, and raised a crop of tobacco and com. Of course I had to have some kind of a team, and
was able to buy a yoke of oxen, for which I was to pay $60.00 in a years time, giving a note with
security which I redeemed when due out of the proceeds of my tobacco crop. Besids the
incouragement that I received from my mother, I was urged on by inordiante desire, and
detirmanation to be my own boss, and have a business of my own. I believed that evry man
should have a business of some kind, that would provide the necesities of life. To me the idea of
working for somebody, year in and year out was the gaul of bitterness to me, which I considered
little better than abject slavery. I believed that there was a place, or opertunity provided for evry
one that is born into the world, to do and to dare individualy for themselvs, and I was detirmined
to fill my place if it was in the bounds of possibility. The acquiring of a yoke of oxen was onley
an available means to an end. This kind of locomotion was entirly too slow for my ideas of "get
there eli", and I was full of plans to acquire horses. I think that my ideals in this direction was
just a little to high for my perminent advancement. I just couldent wait for them to come as they
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James Bosley Carter continued:
could, economicaly, but I must force them along. Having acquired the oxen, the next move was a
wagon, and I got that it onley stimulated me to get the horses, which I did by trading the oxen for
one, and buying another, going in debt for the wagon, and extra horse. My belief in my ability to
pay for all that I bought, was to say the least of it rather extravigent. That 1did pay for evrything
that I bought stands to my credit, but I had a hard scuffle of it. Most of my indebtedness had to
be met just before the war broke out, which was the hardest monitary collapse that the country
ever saw. If one could look just a little into the future, the human family would be saved from
many hardships, and yet there are conditions that follow in the wake of our mistakes that we
Would not change if we could, and I suppose that it is this that is responsible for the doctrine of
"fatalism" or what is to be will be inspite any effort on our part to change or controll our course in
life.
I came up up to the middle of my 23{rd} year without any serious intentions in the
direction. I will not deny that I had an abiding willingness in the direction of matrimony. I will
not deny that I had an abiding willingness in that direction, but recognizing the responsibilities
that married life would entail. I had been content to wait till I had acquired enough money, or
property to mete them comfortably. Sometimes unexpected events confront us in a way that our
whole course of life, as laid out by us is changed, which hapened to me in a way that I could not
resist the responsibility of going forward in the pathe that was suggested.
While in school a very warm attachment had sprung up between myself and one of the
female schollars, which eventualy developed in to a bad case of, what is termed love. She was
six years younger than I was, but she was developed beyond her age. We had fully agreed to
marry when I should be able to provide a home for us. Her mother had been an invalid for
several years, and we knew that she could not live, coincidently the two families had ample time
to prepare for the inevitable. Her death occured in March of 1859. In passing I will say that Mrs
Brown and my mother were fast friends. They were intimately in harmony in religious matters,
and in fact in all relations of life. It was expected that the old man would marry again as soon as
decency would permit. The oldest daughter Mary was to be married in a short time, and that
would leave Nannie and a little girl in the home, and Mary was not willing for them to assume
that responsibility, and insisted that we Marry when she did and remaine with the old gentleman
till he should make some arraingements for the future. Mary was to marry a very rich man, and
Nannie a very poor one, but most radical changes, financialy occured in after life.
On the 27{th} day of April 1859, a double wedding occured at the residence of Dannie
H. Brown. On account of the recent death of the mother, the weding was a verry quiet affare, no
one being present but the preacher, and his wife, and the members of the two families. It was six
oclock PM when the momentous event occurred; an event that entirely changed the trend of our
lives, and started us four young people on a carear of matrimonial partnership, that while not
conspicuous for great accomplishments as the world would call it, there was great change in
conditions, and for us, places of residence. We were sometimes in at the floodtime of events and
many times far out with the tide. B.P. Lewis died when he was about 60 years of age, and his
wife Mary still survives, but is wholly dependent upon friends for support, and maintenance. We
onley made a mistake in that I was not financialy prepared for the responsibilities of a married
life, and my wife was too young and inexperienced to assume maternal responcibilities, but
having an intuitive disposition, she rapidly acquired what she should have know{n} beforehand.
But I now think that it was alright anyway. Inspite of all of the visisituds, and disappointments
we have both lived to a good old age, and that is more than most of our friends have done, who
started with us on lifes fitful journey. To be continued next issue.
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GREEN CHAMBERS - CONCLUSION
All ofthe Chambers were listed in the 1875 Census as having been bom in Kentucky,
and their ages were given as Green 60, Lottie 40, Green Jr. 23, Sarah 21, and George 19.
' The 1880 Anoka County Census however, lists Green as a farmer aged 56, Lottie as
bom in Virginia and 45, and Green Jr. as 26 and having been bom in Virginia. Neither
Sarah nor George is listed.In 1879 Green Sr. and Jr. listed personal property including
4 horses, 7 cattle, 1 hog, a wagon, and a watch or clock. Household goods were valued at
$5. 118
Faacks family lore recalls a neighborhood woman entering into an af&ir with a black
neighbor farmer."^ Flor family lore recalls a black man who played spirited fiddle for
neighborhood dances.The author has found no documentation ofeither.
Green Chambers Senior and Junior were the first two to enter their names on the Poll List
for the Annual Election in Blaine Township on November 8, 1881.
In 1882 Angier Ames sold 160 acres, in the northeast 1/4 ofBlaine Township Section 25,
to Green Chambers, Jr. This land is directly south of the current Centennial School
Campus, in the Circle Drive area ofCircle Pines. '̂ 2 Green Chambers Jr. sold this land to
a William Ragan for $1,800, but these transactions led to an 1884 lawsuit'^ filed by
Angier Ames against Green Chambers Jr. and Lottie (apparently mistaking her for wife
instead of mother), Myron Taylor, and William Ragan. Green Chambers Sr. was not
mentioned in the suit. Taylor and Ames stipulated a settlement in fevor ofTaylor'24, but
Angier Ames appears to have prevailed overall as he is shown on the 1888 map as owner
of the land.
In an 1882 affidavit Green Chambers Sr. appeared before a pension examiner with a
rupture "on the right lower part ofhis abdomen just above his groin... nearly as long as
his head and becoming worse all the time... almost impossible for him to walk..." In
about 1883 Dr. Delaph ofSt. Paul operated on Green Chambers and removed a 15 pound
tumor from the scrotum. The Doctor was of the opinion that the tumor was caused by
some injury, and also that Chambers also had hernias on both sides.
Green and Charlotte Chambers moved to St.Paul about 1884. Charlotte died of
pneumonia in StPaul on an address on Wabasha Street on December 3, 1884. '25 She was
buried in Oakland Cemetery, in Block 1, lot 11. This area was in the center of the
cemetery, and while it was known as the "African Section", it does not seem to have been
^^^1875 Census, Anoka County
'•^7550 Census, Anoka Couniy
'̂81879Anoka County Tax AssessmentRolls (MHS Archives 117J.11.10.F)
"^personal communication, Evangaline Faacks Moen, Isle Minnesota
'2<>personal communication, Harley Flor and Agnes LaMotte
ChattelMortgage Bookfor Blaine Township (MHS Archives 1161.10.5.B) p. 3
^^^Book UofDeeds page 490 Anoka County Property Records
^"^^Book MofMortgages, page 67, Anoka County Property Records
'^'♦Case 1190 Anoka County Plaintiffs Index, and Box 8 124D.6.2.F MHS Archives
'̂ ^Oeath Certificate, CharlotteChambers, StPaul Health Department
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in an undesirable area. Green Chambers paid $25 for the lot, with room for four
burials.'26 He apparently lived with his son. Green Jr., in StPaul after the death of
Charlotte.
The Payton affidavit said thatduring thetime she was living Mrs. Chambers "supported
him [Green Sr.] by working at cleaning, washing and ironing", and that she died
approximately 1884. Since thedeath ofMrs. Chambers "Mr. Chambers hasbeen
supported bya pension, which be obtained from the government, andbyhis friends and
neighbors." The pension was $48 per year.'̂ ^
Listed in the 1880Census is a Sarah Chambers, age 25 and birthplace Kentucky, living at
#91 Cooper in StPaul. Shehasa sixmonth old sonnamed George (apparently afterher
deceased brother), and is living with Anders Peters and Peters' wife Caterine. Peters in
listed as a black 35 yearoldmale "white washer". Sarah Chambers is listed as single,
and occupation "washer". Sarah Chambers subsequently married a black man named
Charles Bailey andSarah'schild was from then on known as George W. Bailey. Charles
and Sarah Bailey had a daughter named Lottie (afterher mother) in September of 1883.
Charles Bailey diedon February 17, 1885 of "hemorrhage" at 30 East3rd Street in
St.Paul. He was buried next to Charlotte Chambers in the Oakland Cemetery family
lot 129
In the 1890/91 city directory a Sarah Bailey (col'd, widow Charles) is listed as a
laundress, boardingat 890 Juno in StPaul. Sarah was later listed as a charwomanliving
at 561 and 567 Broadway through 1908. Sarah Bailey is listed in the Miimeapolis
directory beginning in 1914, living with her daughter Lottie and son-in-law.
In 1890 Green Chambers is listed in the city directory as a porter for a railroad, and living
at 890 Juno in StPaul.In 1894 Green Chambers is listed at that address as a porter,
and Green Jr. as a coachman.
On July 16, 1898 Green Chambers Sr. died of"old age" at 890 Juno. His death
certificate says he was 85 at death, widowed, and showed "laborer" as occupation.
[Green Chambers gave ages indicating his year of birth as 1813, 1815, 1821, and 1824 in
various records] He was buried in the family lot in Oakland Cemetery. A partly buried
military style stone lying horizontally on the ground reads: "G CHAMBERS CO. H.
115 U.S.C. INF." No other legible stones arc on the family lot
Green Chambers Jr. is listed in city directories on Juno, and then at 567 1/2 Broadway in
StPaul until 1908. He is listed variously as a janitor, then an elevator operator at the Met
Opera House building. Green Chambers is listed in the 1915 edition ofDavison's
'260akland Cemeteiy records, St.Paul
'27(Green Chambers* Army Pension Records, National Archives)
'28/550 Census, Ramsey Cotmty, City ofStPaul (MHS)
'290akland Cemetery records, St.Paul
^^1890/91 St.Paul Polk Directory (MHS)
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Minneapolis Directory'^' at 1208 6th Ave North,an address shared by his sister Sarah
Bailey and Sarah's daughter and husband. Green Chambers is next hsted in 1917 and
1919 at 902 N.4th, an address shared with his sister Sarah. Green Chambers Jr. died on
September 29, 1927 at the age of 72at theMinneapolis General Hospital. His Death
Certificate describes himas having been a black, single, unemployed, general laborer;
who died of lobar pneumonia with contributory malnutrition. He was buried at Crystal
Lake Cemetery.'^2
Sarah Chambers' son George W. Bailey was listedas a porter livingat 561 Broadwayin
St.PauI in 1903. His sister Lottie is Hsted as a waiter, living at the same St.PauIaddress,
as is their mother Sarah. Theauthorfound no further conclusive listings for this George
W. Bailey. There wasa note in the StPaul city directory that a GeorgeBailey moved to
Ashton Iowain 1906. Also therewasa George W. Bailey, travel agent, at 3006 Girard
North in Minneapolis, in 1915,at a time when Sarah and Green Jr. were living in North
Mirmeapolis. A George W. Bailey was listed in the 1918Minneapolis city directory as
boarding at 620 University Avenue NE, and another listed in 1920 as a Chefat the Hotel
Ogden. A black 42 year old George C. Bailey was listed in the Mirmeapolis census of
1920.""
Lottie Bailey married Edward Williamson April 26,1907 in Mirmeapolis. There are a
number ofEdward Williams listings in the Minneapolis directory during that period. In
the 1907 directory an Edward L. Williams is listed as a teacher and boarding at 1529
South 5th in Minneapolis. A witness of the wedding of Lottie and Edward Williams was
a M. L. Lewis. Mary L. Lewis is listed as the Principal ofHorace Mann School in 1S>07.
In 1908 a M.L.Lewis, laborer, was also listed in Minneapolis.
Perhaps though, the "MX.Lewis wedding wimess" is connected to Lottie's brother
George. A George Bailey was listed in the 1900 Census soundex as a black, 25 years old
boarder with Charles Lewis, whose wife was Mamie Lewis.
In 1911 Edward Williams, janitor, and Sarah Bailey (wid Chas.) are both listed living at
1200 South 3rd in Minneapolis. The next year Edward L. Williams and Sarah Bailey
both are listed at 586 7th Avenue North. In 1914 and 1915, Edward L. Williams is listed
as a musician living at 1208 6th Ave N., and Sarah Bailey is listed at the same address.
In 1917 and 1918 Lottie Williams is hsted as a clerk and a maid at the same 902 N. 4th
Street address as Sarah Bailey, and Edward L. Williams is not listed.
Lottie Williams and Edward Williamsfiled for divorce in 1917.'̂ ^ Hermepin County
Court persoimel report that the action was not completed, and the records discarded.
^^^1915 Davison's Minneapolis Directory
^ '̂̂ Death Certificate, Green Chambers Hennepin County Vital Records Center Volume
153 page 3435 1927; and cemetery records for grave U41, Section A13, row 218
'"1920 Census Heim. vol.28, ED14I, sheet 8, line 26
'^'♦Marriage License and Certificate, Ramsey County Courthouse. Book 42, Page 476
'35Heimepin County Court Records, case 159733, page 599 of Index to Cases
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Lottie's 1919 death certificate eventually listed her as married, Edward's 1927 death
certificate listed him as divorced.
Lottie Bailey died at age 36 at the 902 4th Street North addresson November 16, 1919,
from an 11 month ilhiess"ascendingmyelitisand paralysis general" with contributory
"exposure to coldand rheumatism". She was buried in LakeCrystal Cemetery. The
death certificate lists her as married to Edward Williams. An article in a black StPaul
newspaper described the deceasedas "an active, efficientworker in everychurch
organization" of the Zion Baptist Church.'^^
The 1920Minneapolis Census for Ward3, enumeration district42, containsa numberof
possible pertinent listings.'̂ ® This is an area on the nearnorth sideof Minneapolis,
between Bassett Creek/Plymouth Avenue area and downtown.
SarahBailey and her brother Green Chambers Jr., are listedon 902 9th Avenue(periiaps
the enumerator closed the "4" when listing their earlier address of902 4th Avenue).
Sarah was doing "daywork" and Green was an office building porter.
The 1920 Census listed an Edward Williams as a renter at 409 N 4th. (The age of this
Edward Williams was difficult to read, probably as 37 which would match Edward
L.Williams, or pwssibly listed as 57). This Edward Williams was widowed, was listed as
bom in New York, and was a teamster. This Edward Williams was listed as "vdiite" in
the Census.
The 1920 Census also listed a number of residents at a school or orphanage in the
neighborhood, "the Holy Angels Academy". Among them are a number ofadult females
listed as sisters, and a number ofchildren listed as "Iwarders". Among them was a four
year old boarder named Charlotte Williams. She was listed as "white", her place of birth
as "N.S." (not specified?), and parental birthplaces as "U.S.". [the writing on the census
appears to have been done at one sitting for all of the sisters and boarders, making it
unlikely that the census taker actually personally interviewed all sisters and boarders, and
so Charlotte Williams' race may not have been readily apparent to the census taker]
Also listed in the neighborhood as a boarder was a five year old black male named "F.R.
Williams". He was listed as bom in Minnesota, with a father fi*om Iowa and mother from
Louisiana. He was listed as the sole other occupant ofa residence rented by a 46 year old
black Christina Ricks, a railroad porter.
Perhaps Lottie and Edward Williams separated after the divorce was filed in 1917. She
then died, and children ofthe marriage went to live with nuns at the Holy Angels
Academy and with Christina Ricks, who was perhaps a fiiend ofLottie, Sarah, or
Edward. A search ofMinnesota Birth Certificates for Charlotte and F.R. or T.R.
Williams ofEdward and Lottie bom between 1908 and 1919 did not find any matches.
^'^Death Certificate21661, Minnesota Department of Health
National Advocate, StPaul, November 22, 1919
•3®United States Census, 1920, Minneapolis
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Edward L. Williams diedat age42 inMinneapolis in 1927 of a "cerebral hemorrhage".
He was listed as a black divorced musician, employed by a band. The space labeled"If
married, widowed, or divorced- Husband or Wife; " was filled in with "unknown" He
was described as bom in Flanders South Dakota, his father was listed as Frank Williams
ofMissouri, his mother as Margaret Mason ofNew York. He was buried at Crystal
Lake Cemetery.
Sarah Bailey lived until 1935 when she died ofsenile dementia and bronchopneumonia
at the age of 76 years accordingto the Death Certificate, and 80 accordingto cemetery
records. She was described as a widowed(Charles Bailey) black female, occupation
housewifeJ^' She was buried in the Chambers family lot in Oakland Cemetery under her
married name ofSarah Bailey.
'̂ ^Death Certificate Edward L. Williams, number 16891, Minnesota Department of
Health
^^^Saint Paul EchoJanuary 8, 1927
"*'Death Certificate Sarah Bailey Hennepin County Vital Records Center Volume 200
page 2821 1935
Our thanks to Mr. Steve Lee, 35 East Golden Lake Road, Circle Pines, MN 55014
(Stehen.lee@ca.state.mn.us) for sharingthis with us!
GORIN GENEALOGICAL PUBLISHING
205 Clements Ave., Glasgow KY 42141 -3409 —sgorin@glasgow-kv.com
Edmonson County Cemeteries Updated. Compiled from the records of Charles Finn who
copied most of these cemeteries and those contributed over the years from my files; this book
updates through 2000-2003 many cemeteries previously published many years ago and includes
many cemeteries not previously shown in any publication. Thereare about 853 surnames shown
and over 7,500 individual entries. Done in a table format alphabetically, additional information
was added by Charles including many marriages and militaiy service. 194 pages, self-indexing
$35.00.
Peters Creek Missionary Baptist Church Books 3,4 and 5- Sept 1910 through Dec 1970.
Last of the series starting in 1830 at the church formation. Contains massive membership lists
with many death dates shown. 155 pages including full-name index, $29.00.
All books soft cover, spiral bound. Price includes shipping and handling; KY residents only add
6% sales tax.
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Annis, Russell W. *
Arterburn, Charles R.
Bailey, Pascal E. *
Bailey, Sue Church
Bain, T. Jayne Spear
Bardin, Juanita
Bastien, Paul *
Beam, Maurice E. *
Beard, Ken *














Boyd, Mrs. James R.
Brannan, Beverly W.




Calhoun, L. E. *
Cannon, W. J. *
Chamberlain, Mary Ed
Chambliss, William J.
037 Chapman, Robert B. *
038 Christian, Michael A.
Christiansen, Mrs. Betty J.
Clack, Randall Gene




Crabtree, Robert W., Jr.
Cross, Willie G. *
Crowe, Joan Thompson *
1211 Jornada St.






1772 Williams Glen Blvd
501 South Green Street









17802 N. 23rd. Ave.
2415 Carlford Rd.
2218 Hidden Woods Blvd.
5333 Daniels Drive
1513 Escondida Court
10605 Dry Creek Way
2220 New Salem Rd.
402 William St.
1545 Shephardsville Rd.
617 E Street N. E.
208 Hurst Drive
14A East Burnam Road
738-D Avenida Majorca





930 Regency Sq. Dep 219
4602 Kevin Court
3621 Georgia N E
7902 Farina Way
12120 Mil Pitrero Road
1219 Lansdowne Road
2711 Mulberry Lane
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Fisher, Thruman E. *
Fleming, Linda S. *
Forkan, Janet E.






Gilley, David G. *
Gillian, Robert Lee




Griffin, Lorraine M. *
Hafling, Judye A. *













Huffman, Ms. Vicki A.






Jones, Mrs. Mary Bridges
17617 SE 34th Circle
6770 U.S. 60 East
988 Missouri Valley Road
7654 Grand Masa Ave.
6314 Ratliff Rd.
65 Erie Crescent




270 1st. Ave. Apt. 68
15235 So. Hamlin Ave.
8910 West 62nd St.
4336 Carmelo Dr. Apt T3
2802 Lincolnshire Ct.
2156 Date Palm Road
848 Braemar Road
2796 Etoile Road
1245 Woodsdale Farm Dr.
3585 N. 1100 W.
180 Scottie Drive - Apt 167
205 Clements
4218 Oxhill Rd.















New York, NY. 10009-2622
Midlothian, IL. 60445-3730
Shawnee Mission, KA. 66202-2814
Annandale, VA. 22003-5289
Waukesha, WI 53188-1372













4099 Randolph - Summer Shade Rd.Summer Shade, KY.
2701 Cabernet Way Rancho Cordova, CA. 95670-4811














75 Beaver Valley Road
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South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society
Members & Life (*) Members, address & E-mail listing & Surname Index for 2007
095 Jones, Robert M. *
096 Kemp, Rita
097 Kerley, James *
098 Kingrey, Leonard
099 Kinslow, Earl and Alice *
100 KInslow, Mrs. Walter E.
101 Kugler, Alice Kinslow
102 Landers, Egie
103 Landon, Kathleen
104 Larkin, Pat *
105 Laubenstein, Diana
106 Lawler, Judy
107 Lawson, Clorine J. *
108 Lee, Alice
109 Lemons, George
110 Lewis, Carolyn Charlene
111 Lewis, Dean H.
112 Locke, Carl E.
113 Maschmeyer, Suzanne D.
114 Mayfield, Selma
115 McClune, Mary
116 McCluskey, Linda Martin
117 McLain, Janice Payne
118 McMechan, Donna
119 McMillan, Lena Dolores B.
120 McMillen, Dixie
121 McNeese, Mrs. Merle E.
122 Mesker, Wendell W.
123 Millikan, Marilyn
124 Mizell, David E.
125 Moore, J. Douglas
126 Morris, Lindell A.
127 Mosier, Homer D.
128 Moss, Gerald E.
129 Murrey, Loretta Martin *
130 Myers, Mrs. Louella K. *
131 Nagel, Dorothy *
132 Nash, Delia Ford
133 Nichols, Elmer W.
134 Norman, Shirley Ann
135 Nossem, Ruth M.
136 Novosel, Mr. Don
137 Nunnally, Robert A.
138 Pace, Leona
139 Paris, Marion *
140 Payne, Wilma Jean
141 Peden, James E. *
4411 Lynn Brook Drive





Rt. 1 Box 1060
4953 Edmonton Road
4-B Holly House













12425 Co. Rd. Z
2511 Atchlson Ave.
6320 Woolwich Dr.
628 S. Montgomery St.
1420 Blackhawk Circle
7013 Old Heady Rd.
1192 N.W. Cherry Drive
11870 Spruce Haven




1313 Dripping Springs Road
8300 N.W. Barry Rd. #217
P.O. Box 964
2515 N. W. 26th. St.
2240 Sims Drive
500 Cleveland Ave.





12102 Triple Crown Ct.














Cave City, KY. 42127-9158















St. Louis, MO 63146-4818
Phoenix, AZ. 85044-2330
Davenport, lA. 52803-3720
Valley Springs, CA. 95252-9437
Berea, KY. 40403-1286
Glasgow, KY. 42141-2258
Kansas City, MO. 64153-1634
Starkville, MS. 39760-0964
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Riddle, William R. *
Riherd, Mrs. Shefley T.
Rodgers, Annie K.
Ruby, Nell E.
Ryback, Mrs. Clarice *
Sawyer, Mrs. Noni




Sides, Stanley D. *
Simmons, Rollin & Mary Ann
Slife, Donald R.
Smith, Randolph N. *




Strader, Mrs. Sarah R.
Talbott, Chrystal B.














West, Ms. Marjory H.
White, John J. *
Wilkes, Chester P.
7110 Rolling Creek Blvd.
3101 Oak Springs Dr.
882 E. Honeywell Ave.
613 Willow St.
7 La Salle Dr.
138 Village Circle






716 East Main Street
9099 West Brass Lake Rd.
1826 Foothill Ave.
37071 Tovey Ave.
10821 SE 241st PI. Apt. R205
7508-36th Avenue
8 South 27th Street








715 N. Monroe Ave.
3623 Harper's Ferry Drive
P.O. Box 6497
399 Cedar Grove Church Road
2935 Dayton Xenia Rd.
11559 Woodbridge Blvd.
705 Leslie Ave.
1014 S. 24th ST.
1615 Belmont St.
6647 Harding St.





2331 Old Ida Rd.
312 Heather Drive
4017 W. Hayward Ave.
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Members & Life (*) Members, address & E-mail listing &Surname Index for 2007
074 Hamm, Mrs. Jane Turner clydehamm@beilsouth.net
078 Harrison, Martha Powell hharrisn@scrtc.com
080 Head, Carolyn B CaBaHead@aol.com
084 Hollingsworth, Patricia E. patl218@mrtc.com
086 Houck, Wanda houck-james@hotmail.com
088 Hull, Mrs. Mary G maryghul@msn.com
090 Jameson, Dana L cjj841@netdirect.net
092 Jobe, James R rjobe@be(lsouth.net
093 Jones, Judy Davidson . queenofzuzax@hotmail.com
098 Kingrey, Leonard Ikingrey@scrtc.com
099 Kinslow, Eari and Alice * eandakinsiow@aol.com
101 Kugler, Alice Kinslow jmbwmb2@yahoo.com
106 Lawler, Judy jlawler@mchsi.com
109 Lemons, George lemonsg@charter.net
111 Lewis, Dean H deanlewls@cybermesa.com
113 Maschmeyer, Suzanne D roots@stny.rr.com
115 McOune, Mary marymac@arn.net
118 McMechan, Donna dkmc@sunfiower.com
122 Mesker, Wendell W wenmesker@aol.com
123 Milllkan, Marilyn millikan@rosenet.net
124 MIzell, David E demizell@sbcglobal.net
125 Moore, J. Douglas moore@asu.edu
126 Morris, Lindell A lamorrls@msn.com
128 Moss, Gerald E gerald@chbs.com
132 Nash, Delia Ford dfordnash@cox.net
137 Nunnally, Robert A roberta.nunnally@verison.net
139 Paris, Marion * mparis@indy.rr.com
140 Payne, Wilma Jean wlbbaone@aol.com
142 Pitcock, John R jraypit@aoLcom
143 Pitts, Jennifer Newman meozcat@gmail.com
144 Poison, Mary polsonrush@aol.com
145 Powell, Tonia Trull * tpowell@ariington.net
146 Prescott, Betty Bariow betbarlow@aol.com
147 Ramey, William Lewis rameybill@hotmail.com
148 Renick, Barbara Ann barb@zroots.com
150 Richey, Robert R Ir7830@aot.com
151 Richey, Russel Steven SRichey543@aol.com
155 Ruby, Nell E mamason@triton.net
157 Sawyer, Mrs. Noni . oldnoni@cs.com
160 Shafer, Helen Sue hsshafer@verizon.net
161 Shaw, Catherine M cmshaw@csriink.net
163 Simmons, Rollin & Mary Ann rssimmons@glasgow-ky.com
164 Slife, Donald R. dslifedonald@aol.com
169 Stone, Irene Dickerson irenes@southwind.net
171 Talbott, Chrystal B cbt70@bellsouth.net
173 Teevan, Alice ateevan@earthlink.net
174 Templin, Barbara A jtemplil@tampabay.rr.com
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189 Wills, Mrs. Nancy F. 20617 Parkside Circle Potomac Falls, VA. 20165-7512
190 Wllsdon, Diane C. * 1175 W. Baseline Rd. Claremont, CA. 91711-2199
191 Wilson, Jo Ann 1511 Sunvale Tarrace Olathe, KS. 66062-2110
192 Wilson, Taylor 4783 Radio Station Road Tompkinsville, KY. 42167-8552
193 Wood, Mrs. Ruth Bridges 156 Lohden Road Glasgow, KY. 42141-3520
194 Wright, Sophia * 8506 Gregory Way Louisville, KY. 40219-5238
195 Young, Wayne 115 Garmon Ave. Glasgow, KY. 42141-1515
196 Zablatnik, Linda A. * 3200 Hickory Stick Road Oklahoma City, OK. 73120-5501
001 Alvis, Phyllis * pbalvis@wizard.com
003 Anderson, Susan Renfro renfrosle@murlin.com
004 Annis, Russell W. * bettyannis@aol.com
007 Bailey, Sue Church suewue@bellsouth.net
008 Bain, T. Jayne Spear . tjspearb@aol.com
012 Beard, Ken * kbeard@glasgow-ky.com
013 Beatty, David A., PE d_beatty@bellsouth.net
014 Becker, Julia Drane jdranebecker@webtv.net
019 Bird, David A dave-nlna.bird@cox.net
020 Bishop, William Sue wbishop56@hotmail.com
021 Bittorie, Kay j-k.bittorie@att.net
023 Bohlin, Joan joanbohlin@aoLcom
024 Borton, Robert rborton@insightbb.com
029 Brown, Mrs. Gloria J. Wilson brownmw@bellsouth.net
031 Burgess, Martha R marthabee@comcast.com
032 Bush, Mrs. Dennis n.bush@glasgow-ky.com
036 Chambliss, William J wcham3@ qx.net
039 Christiansen, Mrs. Betty J bjnci@worldnet.att.net
040 Clack, Randall Gene rg@dack.us
041 demons, Marna L. * mlclemons@san.rr.com
045 Crabtree, Robert W., Jr crabby308@bellsouth.net
048 Daniels, Anita P apdanielsl@msn.com
049 Dean, Mr. Lioyd mapleview@connectup.com
050 Dewey, Geraldine jdewey@tcinc.net
051 DiPesa, Donna Reyolds donnadipesa@bellsouth.net
053 Downing, Susan downing65@hotmail.com
054 Draper, Norma Jean draper@nctc.com
055 Duvall, Sandra G. sduvall@glasgow-ky.com
062 Gardner, Willis W vakyilwi@execpc.com
063 Garland, Paul Griffith Griftylaw@aol.com
064 Garrison, Ray H rhgarrison@juno.com
065 Gentry, Margie margiegentry@yohoo.com
066 Gilley, David G. * dave9393il@alltei.net
069 Gorin, Sandi sgorin@glasgow-ky.com
070 Grady, John Paul jpgrady@aol.com
071 Green, Ray ray@so-ky.com
072 Griffin, Lorraine M. * lorrainemgriffin@woridnet.att.net
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176 Thomas, Mrs. Eva M. eth3626423@aoLcom
177 Tobin, Charles Robert bobcrtvanl@earthlink.net
178 Toole, Patricia R toolep@maiLwcresa.kl2.mi.us
179 Triplett, Carolyn ctripll701@aol.com
180 Tyler, Nancy Sterling tylertwo@earthlink.net
183 Wade, Dorothy E d-wade@glasgow-ky.com
184 Walker, Sandra Bewley idareadfarm@yahoo.com
186 West, Ms. Marjory H wgraveyardlady@earthlink.com
187 White, John J. * . john-jeanne-white@worldnet.att
188 Wilkes, Chester P cwilkes@satx.n-.com
191 Wilson, Jo Ann wilsons@blitz-it.net
REMINDER.... TIMS TO RENEW
YOUR MEMBERSHIP... FOR 2008!
IF YOUR MEMBERSHIP EXPIRES AT THE END OF 2007,
A RENEWAL MEMBERSHIP NOTICE WILL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THIS ISSUE.
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Bridges 28, 94, 99,193
Brinegar 49
Britt . 16, 56, 160, 184
Brittain 155
Broady ... 88, 88, 173
Brooks 1
Browning






































Clark ...... 7, 09, 32
Clarke 185
Clary 90












Compton . . 12, 24, 170
Cooliey 99
Coombs 14
Coomer 128, 128, 192
Copas 126
Cox 25



























Dickerson ... 169, 170




















Edwards . 12, 70, 111,
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Franklin . 69, 121, 138






































Hall . 29, 80, 138, 148
Hamilton
40, 128, 131, 164
Hammer 155
Harbison 146
Hardy ... 12, 111, 188
Harlow 38, 181
Harper 70






























Huff 4, 13, 27
Huffman 13,




Humphrey . . . 152, 179














Johnson 105, 133, 155
Jolly 144
Jones 12, 38, 74,

























































6, 44, 59, 132, 135
Maxey . 123, 125, 187
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Pare 28, 35, 94
Parker 28
Parrish ... 12, 27, 113
Paull 1
Payne




Peden ... 31,135, 160
Pedigo ... 66, 70, 160
Peek 3
Peers 12, 27, 127, 144
Pell 69
Pendleton 185















































14, 132, 140, 161, 196
Roberts 9
Rock 12
































Smith 13, 31, 65,



















Stout 16, 38, 135












Thomasson .... 5, 142
Thomerson 142







Turner 70, 74, 86, 134
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Exchange Membership
Adair Co. Gen. Society P.O. Box 613 Columbia, KY. 42728-0613
Butler Co. Hist. & Gen. Soc. P.O. Box 435 Morgantown, KY. 42261-0435
Decatur Genealogical Society P.O. Box 1548 Decatur, IL. 62525-1548
Fort Worth Genealogical Society P.O. Box 9767 Ft. Worth, TX. 76147-2767
Gene. Society of Central Missouri P.O. Box 26 .... Columbia, M.O 65205-0026
Green Co. Historical Society P.O. Box 276 . Greensburg, KY. 42743-0276
Hart Co. Historical Society P.O. Box 606 Munfordville, KY. 42765-0606
Hoosier Gene. - Indiana Hist. Soc. 450 W. Ohio Street Indianapolis, IN. 46202-3269
Hopkins County Gene. Society P.O. Box 51 Madisonville, KY. 42431-0051
Hopkins County Genealogical Soc. P.O. Box 624 ........ Sulphur Springs, TX. 75482-0624
Kin Hunters, Gene. Publications P.O. Box 515 . Russellville, KY. 42276-0515
Ky. Genealogical Society P.O. Box 153 Frankfort:, KY. 40602-0153
Louisville Genealogical Society P.O. Box 5164 Louisville, KY. 40255-0164
Macon County Historical Society P.O. Box 231 Lafayette, TN 37083-0231
Metcalfe Co. Historical Society P.O. Box 910 Edmonton, KY. 42129-0910
Muhlenberg Co. Gen. Society 117 S. Main St Greenville, KY. 42345-1710
Northumberland Co. Hist. Society P.O. Box 221 . . Heathsville, VA. 22473-0221
NSDAR Library 1776 D. Street, N.W. Washington, DC. 20006-5392
Old Buncombe Co. Gene. Society P.O. Box 2122 Ashville, NC. 28802-2122
Pellissippi Genealogical Society 118 Hicks Street Clinton, TN. 37716-2850
Southern California Gene. Society 417 Irving Drive Burbank, CA. 91503-4377
Southern Indiana Gene. Society P.O. Box 665 New Albany, IN. 47150-0665
Southern Ky Genealogical Society P.O. Box 1782 Bowling Green, KY. 42102-1782
Southwestern Va. Genealogical Soc. P.O. Box 12485 Roanoke, VA. 24026-2485
St. Louis Genealogical Society P.O. Box 43010 St. Lewis, MO. 63143-0010
Surry Co. Genealogical Assoc. P.O. Box 997 Dodson, NC. 27017-0997
Taylor Co. Historical Society P.O. Box 14 Campbellsville, KY. 42719-0014
Va-N.C. Piedmont Genealogical Soc. P.O. Box 2272 Danville, VA. 24541-0272
Watauga Association of Genealogists P.O. Box 117 Johnson City, TN. 37605-0117
West Central Family Research Assoc. P.O. Box 1932 Owensboro, KY. 42301-1932
Alva Public Library 504 7th Street . Alva, OK. 73717-2228
Harrodsburg Historical Society 220 South Chiles Street . . . Harrodsburg, KY. 40330-0316
Simpson Co. Historical Soc., Inc 206 N. College St Franklin, KY. 42134-1826
The Fislon Club 1310 South Third St Louisville, KY. 40208-2306
Gift Membership
Glasgow Christian Academy 601 Calvery Drive . Glasgow, Ky. 42141
Austin Tracy School 247 Austin Tracy Road Lucas, Kentucky 42156-9313
Barren County High School 507 Trojan Trail Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-2214
Eastern Elementary School 4601 New Salem Road Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-9422
Glasgow High School 1601 Columbia Ave Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-3333
Glasgow Middle School 104 Scottie Dr Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-3518
Hiseville School Cardinal Boulevard Hiseville, Kentucky 42152
Library of Congress 10 First St. SE Washington, DC 20540-0001
Mary Wood Weldon Library 107 West College St. ....... Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-2423
Park City School P.O. Box 247 Park City, Kentucky 42160-0247
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Red Cross School 215 Parkview Drive Glasgow, KY. 42141-5005
Temple Hill School 8788 Tompkinsville Road .... Glasgow, Kentucky 42141-8824
Jeffrey Foster 124 Trappers Trail Glasgow, KY. 42141-1248
Robert S. Travis 317 Seay Street Glasgow, KY. 42141-2034
Alma Glover 109 Karakal Drive Glasgow, KY. 42141-3354
Jimmy Lowe 116 Winegate Ave Glasgow, KY. 42141-2258
Lynwood Montell 8253 Cobblestone Bowling Green, KY. 42103
Nancy Baird 1906 Colllege Heights Blvd. . . . Bowling Green, KY. 42101-1000
David &Joy Lyons 388 Riherd Estate Road Park City, KY. 42160-9326
Robert A. Lessenberry 913 South Green Street Glasgow, KY. 42141-2086
Library Membership
Allen County Public Library Box 2270 Ft. Wayne, IN. 46801-2270
Dallas Public Library - Serials 1515 Young St Dallas, TX. 75201-5499
Genealogical Society of Utah 50 E. North Temple St Salt Lake City, UT. 84150-3400
Helm Cravens Library 1906 College Hts Blvd Bowling Green, KY. 42101
Lexington Public Library 140 East Main St Lexington, KY. 40507-1318
Los Angeles Public Library 630 West 5th. St Los Angeles, CA. 90071-2002
Public Library of Cincinnati 800 Vine Street Cincinnati, OH. 45202-2009
Tennessee State Library & Arch. 403 Seventh Ave. N. Nashville, TN. 37243-0312
State Historical Soc. of Wisconsin 816 State Street Madison, WI. 53706-1482
GLHB 15616 E. 24 HWY Independence, MO 64050-2057
QUERIES
My brickwall used three names - Woods, Carver and Holder. When he married in Sumner Co.,
Tenn., he was Davis Holder. When hewas tried for the murder of my great-grandfather's brother,
hewas Davis Carver alias Woods. Atthat time hehad a small daughter, Ethel. In her lifetime she
used Carver, Woods, and Morris as her maiden names, but never Holder. Davis escaped from the
penitentiary and returned to Barren Co. long enough to father a son in 1890. I haven't found a
divorce for him, but his wifewas remarried twice. When Ethel was a child, he, a woman and two
little girls came to where she and her mother were staying. It was at night and she was under the
impression they were traveling. Several years later, when she was in her 60's (1940ish) Ethel
received several letters from two ladies who claimed to be her sisters, but she didn't believe
them. Letters got destroyed, names forgotten and now no one remembers anything. Does this
sound familiar to any of you? Would love to find Davis's new family. He was said to have
changed his name and moved to another county (possibly Green) and remarried and raised family
of several girls. Any help appreciated! Martha P Harrison, 1786 Capitol Hill Church Road,
Fountain Run, KY 42133 (MartyP@scrtc.com)
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JOHN 18 . J B 56
BEAUCHAMP 41 . JAMES 29
ADAMS,WM 18 BEAUCHAMP,THOMAS 20 . MARY 101
ALEXANDER,JACOB 4 BEAUFORD,EDMOND 4 . MRS 101
ROYCE 94 BELL,JORDAN 4 . NANNIE 101
ALEXANDRIA,FOSSIE 56 . MARTHA 79 . POLLY 29
ALLEN 95 . WASHINGTON 4 . ROBERT 94
ALLEN,ELIJAH 20 BELONGLEY,THOMAS 19 . T L 55
. ELISHA 18 BENNETT,GABRIEL 20 . WINN 56
. ELLEN 57 BENNINFIELD,ARLAND JR 17 BROWNING,SAMUEL 18
. FRANCESCA 57 MARY N MARRS 18 BRUNSON,JOHN 56
. FRANCES 57 BERNARD,CLARK 56 BRDTON,EMILY 31
. ISAAC 2 BERRY,EPHRAIM 19 . ERIC 31
. JEWELL 95 . JESSE 18 ,20 . MATTIE 31
JOHN 20 . MOSES 18 BRYAN,JOHN RANDOLPH 89
. MARGARET 95 . SAM 87 MR & MRS 56
. MERREL 19 BETHEL 12 BUCKEL,L K 55
. WILLIAM 19 BETHEL,ABRAHAM 4 BUFORD 12
. WILLIAM J 2 . J L 73 BULY,JESSE 19
ALLEY 19 . JACK 4 BUNCHE,RALPH 36-37
ALLEY,NICHOLAS 21 . THOMAS H 3 BURCH,E H MRS 5
WILLIAM 21 BEWLEY,JIM RANK 42 BURGEE,JOHN 71
ALTSCHLER,LESLIE 71 BIBB,HENRY 4 BURGESS,RETTA 31
LUCY BRENT 71 . JACK 8 BURKS 12
ALVEY,W F 56 . JEFFERSON 4 BURKS,J N 58
AMES,ANGIER 102 . JOHN 4 . JAMES 93
AMOS,ERASAMUS 21 . THORNTON 4 . THOMAS H 21
ANDERSON,JOHN 20 . WALKER 19 BURTON,NELSON 4
. JOSEPH 2,21 BIERBAUM,LOUISE 71 BUSH 12
. SAMUEL 18 BIRD,WILLIAM 18 BUSH,SALLY 52
. WILLIAM 2 BISHOP,CARRY 20 . WILL T 52
ARCHER,LOVIE MAE 62 . JAS 56 . WILLIAM 20
ARCHERDIX 94 . SAMUEL 18 BUSHONG,ANDREW 19
ARMSTRONG,C B 55 THOMAS 18 ,20 . GEORGE 21
. HENRY 2 . WILLIAM 20 . HENRY 21
. J B 57 BLACK,CALVIN 56 BUTLER,BENJAMIN F 88
ARTERBURN,CHARLES 6,36 BLACKFORD,OPEL 87 . JAMES 18
ASHBY,FRANCIS 20 BLANKENBAKER,ALLEN 74 . PETER 18
ATEMAN,ANN 35 RALPH 74 BUZARD,VIRGINIA 58
AUSTIN,SAMUEL 35 BLAYKENBAKER,E P 72 BYBEE 95
AZLEN 12 BOATMAN,RICHARD 4 BYBEE,BERNARD 4
BAILEY,CHARLES 67,103 BOLIN,B J 58 . CHARLIE 95
. F G 6 BOND,NICKOLAS 4 . HENRY R 4
. GEORGE C 104 BOON,ISAAC 20 B ,B J 58
. GEORGE W 104 BOONE,S J 57 CAESAR,JULIUS 77
. JACOB 20 BOTTS,STEVE 5 CAKE 12
. LOTTIE 104 BOW,MATILDA 32 CALDWELL,SAMMY D 95
. SARAH 67, 104,106 BOWSER,F C 56 CALLISON,J W 56
BAIRD,NANCY 64 BOYD,JEREMIAH 2 CALREARED,RALPH 56
BAKER 91 -92,100 BRADEN,BASIL 94 CAMERON,SIMON 88
BAKER,ABRAHAM 20 BILLY STAIR 95 CAMPBELL,MATTHEW 19
. ALFRED 4 BRADFORD,F N 58 CANE,ARNOLD 20
. ANDREW 4 BRADLEY,HENRY 4 CANN,JOHN 18
. JOHN H 20 BRADSHAW,JERRY 4 CARBY,LELA 91
. JORDAN 4 BRANCH,WM 56 . LEWIS HACKLEY 91
. JORDON 2 BRANDON,ANN 35 . MARION DUARD 91
. SMITH 4 . JAMES 29 . VIOLET ELIZABETH 91
BALL,FRANK 57 . POLLY 29 GARDEN,ANDY 4
BARBOUR,GEORGE 4 BRANSTETTER,JOHN 19 CARON,L C 72
BARCLAY,CHARLEY 4 BRANTLEY,PERRY A 87 CARPENTER,GEORGE 4
BARLOW,JENNIE 58 BRANTLY,G L 57 CARR,D R 6
BARNETT,JACK 56 BRENT,JAMES 19 CARROLL,JAMES 91
. JOHN 19 BRENTS,FRANK 4 CARSON,EDMUND 19
. WILLIAM 18 BRIDGES 12 CARTER,ANNA 29
BARRON,ELENOR 95 BRIGHT,LOUNETTE M 18 . FRANCES HAWKINS 80
BARTON,LOWE 2 BROOKS 94 . GILBERT 58
BASKERVILLE,C P 87 BROOKS,JESS 94 . GREEN 80
BAUGH,JOHN 6 BROWN 95 . JAMES 20
WILLIAM 6 BROWN,DANNIE H 101 . JAMES B 79
BAYLESS,JOSEPH 19 . FRANKY 36 . JAMES BOSLEY 79,96
BEARD,HELEN 57-58 . ISAAC 20 . JOSEPH 97-98
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. LEMUEL 99 COOK,GEORGE 18
. NANCY 29 . THOMAS 20
CARY,ARTHUR 72 . WILLIAM 18
CASSADEY,J J 73 COOKE,WILLIAM B 20
CASSADY,HENRY 4 COPAS?,H M 56
CHAMBERS 106 CORNESTER?,A C 56
CHAMBERS,C W 44 CORNWELL,CHARLES 30
. CHARLOTTE 4 3, 69, 103 DELIA 36
. FRANCIS 43-44 ,68 COSBY,ACHILLES 20
. FRANK 43 ,45 COTTON,! C 58
. GEORGE 44, 102 L C JR 58
. GEORGE W 44, 70, 103 COX,CRYSTAL 32
. GREEN 43-46 , 67 -69 . DAVID 32
102-104 . ELIZABETH 64
. GREEN JR 44 ,69-70 . J VASHHTI MARRS 18
102-105 . LESLIE RICHARD -
. GREEN SR 69 "DICKIE" 32
. GREENBURY 43 . LESLIE ROYCE 32
. JESSE 68 . LOUISE NUNN 32
. LOTTIE 44,102, 103 . MARK 58
. MARY 68 -69 . SHERRY 32
. MARY JANE 68 CRABTREE,R W JR 51
. SAM 44 CRADDOCK, ZERREL 20
. SARAH 44,70,102-104 CRAWFORD,BETEY 30
. SHIRLOTTE 45 PEGGY 30
CHANDLER,JOE 56 CREAMER,BEN 55
CHANEY,C G 73 CREECH,JAMES 86
CHAPMAN,DAVID 20 REBECCA WYNN 86
. MARY 51 CREEK,ABRAHAM 20
. NEAL 18 CRENSHAW 52
. SALLY 51 CRENSHAW,GARLAND 20
CHARLES,KELL? 56 . KING 55
CHARLESWELL?,CHAS 74 . NOEL 73
CHASE,SALMON P 88 CRONWELL,MALINDA 30
CHASTEEN, JOHN 18 CROW,N A 57
CHESTER, E P 58 CROZIER 12
CHITWOOD,BARBARY 29 CRUTCHER,JAMES 4
CLARK,BOOKER 2 . JOHN 4
. C E 57 . WILLIAM 4
. DRURY 20 CULLINS,WILLIAM 18
. EDW S 56 CURD,BETSY 95
. JOHN 20 . MR 66
. MARCELLUS JEROME 87 . TRIGG 95
. OBADIAH 21 CURRY,CHAS 56
. PETER 4 . CHAS T 56
CLARKE,REUBIN 20 . WILLIAM 18
WILLIAM 20 CUSTER,REED 20
CLAY,HENRY 66 DALE,ISAAC 21
CLAYTON,PETER 4 DAUGHERTY,J H 56 ,72
CLOID 96 DAVIDSON 12
COATS,MARTY 94 DAVIDSON,ALBERT 2,4
SHORTY 94 . ELIJAH 20
CODDINGTON,JACOB 18 . HERNDON 2
COFFMAN,W P 10 . JAMES 20
COLBERT 19 . JESSE 20
COLBERT,SAMUEL 19 DAVIS,BEN 2
COLE,ALFRED 4 . CARL SR 94
. HENRY 4 . CHARLES 2
. RICHARD 18 . CLAY 2
. WILLIAM 2 . ETEY 30
COLEMAN,GRIEF 21 . GEORGE W 2
WM 4 . H Y 95
COLLINS,ALFRED 4 . ISAAC 4
ISAAC 4 . JIM 87
COLVERT,SAMUEL 19 . JOHN W 51
COMBS,SALLIE 43 . JULIA A 51
COMPTON,MADGE 58 . LEWIS 2
COMSTOCK,CYRUS 89 . LUCINDA 51
CONLEY,ALEXANDER 18 . MARY ELIZABETH 51
PRESTON 18 . MATILDA 51
CONSTOCK,CLYMER 58 . PRETTYMAN 51
. R C 55
. SARAH 51
. SARAH POYNTER 51
























































. WILLIAM HENRY 2








































, GEO J JR 58
. GEORGE 4























































































































































. MAUDE DOVE RICHEY 9
. ROBERT 9





. P B 56
. POWELL JR 56
GILLOCK 12
GILLOCK,GEORGE 43
. J M 44
. JAMES 43
. JAMES M 44
. SARAH 43
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HALEY 12 . WILLIE 35 JAMERSON,WILLIAM 36
HALEY,MAXIMILLIAN 20 HIGPEN,HORACE 56 JAMES HENRY 17
HALL 12 HILL,DICK 2 JAMES,DAVID 20
HALL,EDMUND 19 . HAYDEN 2 WM 56
. JAMES 18--19 . MILDRED 8 JAMESON,ANNA B 72
. JOSEPH 20 . PATRICIA 8 . GEORGE 19
. MAHLON 20 HILLENBRAND,INEZ 57 . JAMES 21
. THARP 20 MRS 57 . JOHN 21
HALSTEAD,MURAT 88 HINDMAN,MATTHEW 19 . SAMUEL 19
HAMILTON,ADAM 20 . ROBERT 21 JAMISON 12
. F J 74 . WILLIAM 19 JEFFERIES,LYNN 71
. JOHN 19--20 HINDS,WILLIAM 19 JEFFRIES 12
. JOHN C 37 HOARD,JOSEPH 4 JEFFRIES,HENRY C 4
. ROBERT 21 HOFER,NANCY 51 OWEN 58
HAMLET,SELMA B 71 HOGAN,ROSEANN 67 JENKINS 12
HAMMOND 6 HOLDER 12 JENKINS,BETSEY 29
HAMPTON,AMOS 20 HOLLAND,CHARLES 29 . JOANNAH 29
JOSHUA 20 MARY 29 . LANNY 29
HANCOCK,MRS 75 HOLLIDAY,JOHN A 20 . MARY J 2
PRYOR 75 HOLLOWAY 12 . NANCY 29
HANDY 48,.93 HOLMAN 12 . RICHARD 20
HANDY,YANCY 93 HOLMER,WILLIAM 30 JEWELL 12
HANSON,MARSHAL 4 HOLMES,ALBERT 21 JEWELL,JONATHAN 2
HARAVEY,CHARLES 20 . AMBROSE JR 21 JOSEPH 2
HARDIN,JACOB 19 . GEORGE W 21 JOHNSON,H 19
MARTIN 20 . THOMAS 21 JOLIFF,JAMES 20--21
HARDING,JANE 32 HONEYCUTT,CHARLES B 11 RICHARD 21
HARDY,GEORGE 21 . W 58 JONES 12,,36
. PEARL 58 . W H 57 JONES,AQUILLA 19
. THOMAS 20 HOOD,A J 55 . BETSY 30
HARLIN,S C 57 HOSKINS,T W 56 . DAVID 20
VERA 58 HOTCHELL,BILL 56 . ELLIS 93
HARLOW 12,, 19 HOUSER,WARNER 19 . H B 56
HARLOW,JESSE 19 HOWARD,SHIRLEY 56 . JOHN 19
. JOHN 4 . SHIRLEY M 58 . LEONARD 30
. THOMAS 19 . SIRLEY M 72 . MALCOLM 56
HAROLD,NOLTE 91 . WM 20 . SAMPSON 20
HARP,CLABORN 20 HOWELL,JOHN 20 . ZEKE 94
HARRELL-SESNIAK,MARY 76 HUBLES,TOADIE 94 JORDAN 12
HARRIS,KYSIS? 19 HUCKABY 12 JORDAN,MABEL 59
. SHERMAN 87 HUGGINS 12 JOWLER?,C N 71
. W D 56--57 HUGHES,C 0 94 JUNGERMAN,GEORGE 56
HARRISON,MARTHA 42 HUGHS,GEORGE 20 KAELIN 8
. SALLIE A 42 HULON,ELMER 56 KECHENER,J G 75
. SALLIE ANN 42 HUMPHRIES,THOMAS 20 L J 75
. SARAH M 58,,72 HUNT,BETTY 95 KEEMWAVERKT 56
HART,JOHN 19 . DEAN 93 KEITH,JAS 56
HARTLAGE,VAL 56 . DICKIE 94 KELLEBMAN,A M 57
HARTLEY,CHARLES 76 . FRED 95 MARY ROSE 57
HARBISON,KAY 55,,59--60 . LINDA 93 KELLY,DANIEL 19
HARVEY,JAMES 2 . ZONE 94 KENNEDY,E M 72
HATCHER,BRUCE 4 HUNTER,LAWRENCE 56 KENNEDY?,W M 72
HATTON 12 HUSSER,ETHEL 71 KERLEY,ED 57
HAWES,R L 71 HUSTON,WILLIAM 2 KERTLEY,ABRAHAM 19
HAWKINS,BARNEY 94 INGRAM,H B 58 KEY,BENNETT 19
. FRANCES 80 ISENBERG,CHARLIE 94 WILLIAM 19
. FRANCIS 95 . GEORGE 94 KILLAIRD,J H 57
. MARTIN 4 . LERABELLE 61 KIMBLE,FRANK 56
HAYDEN,FRANKLIN 4 . O'DELL 61 KINCHELOW 12
HAYES,BILL 94 . WILLIAM 61 KING,CHAS 56
HAYS,CLAYBOURN 19 . WILMA 95 . W 55
HEARLDSON,MRS 58 IVES,CHARLES 45 . WILLIAM 95
HELM,JAMES 2 JACKMAN,HENRY 4 KINGERY,JOSEPH 19
HELMS,MARATIN W 21 JACKSON,ELIJAH 62 KINNAIRD,J H 58
HENRY,H M 58 . EMILY MORGAN 62 KINNEY,NORBERT 95
HERON,GEORGE S 70 . GENERAL 38 KINSLOW,DAN 31
HICKS,ANTHONY 34 . LELA POWELL JACKSON 17 . GINA 41
. CHARLES REUBEN 34 . OTIS 56 . REUBEN 20
. MARGARET A SMITH 34 . TIMOTHY 17 . SANDRA 31
. REUBEN 34 . TIMOTHY C 17 . TOM PETTY 31
. TABITHA MAXEY 34 . VIRA RUSH 62 KIRTLEY,ABRAHAM 20
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ALFRED 4 . SAMUEL B 20 MEADOR,"LYNN" 32
KOPPLE,EDWARD 57 . THADDEUS 88 -89 . ADAM 32
KURIBOYASHE,LETSUO 56 LOWRY,ANDREW 19 . ERIC 32
LAFFERTy,DON 94 LUTTRELL,HERMAN 94 . EVERETT FRANKLIN 32
LAIR,GARVEY 95 LYNCH,MARY SIDNEY 57 . JOSHUA 32
LANCASTER,P 56 LYON,DAVID 94 . LYNN 32
LAND, SADIE 75 . SHERRY 32
TIMOTHY ELIZABETH 17 LYONS,JOY 59 ,96 MEADOW,W 75
LANDRUM,BENJAMIN 4 LaMOUNTAIN,JOHN 88 -89 MEERS,PERRY G 74
. STEOPHEN 36 MACWHORTER,FANNY 35 MEHANE?,HENRY 73
. STEPHEN 4 MANSFIELD 12 MEHANY 19
LANE 41 MANSFIELD,JAMES 19 MELTON,ISAAC 20
LANE,BARNEY 42 MANSPILE,JAMES 19 . JESSE 19
. BOOKER 42 -43 MARRS,DELMA P 18 . JESSEE 20
. ELIZABETH WILKINSON 42 . J VASHHTI 18 . MELISSA 33
. FANNIE 42 . JAMES HENRY 18 . MICKAYLA 33
. JOHN 43 . JAMES R 18 . MICKY 33
. JUDA 43 . JOHN EDWARD 17 MERRYFIELD,SAMUEL 19
. SALLIE COMBS 43 . LELA POWELL 17 MIDDLETON,ANDERSON 4
. THOMAS 43 . LOUNETTE M 18 . HAROLD 95
LANORE,TILMON 19 . LUCY D 17 . JOHN 4
LASWELL,WILLIAM 20 . LUCY D SIMMONS 18 . PETER 94
LAUGHLIN,J J 3 . MARY N 18 MIERS,HAYDEN 4
LAWRENCE?, S C 59 . MARY S FOSTER 17 , 18 MILES,J P 55
LEE 12 MINNIE B 18 MILLER,ARCHIBALD 63
LEE,BILLY 96 . SHELLBY 56 . EARL 55
. GENERAL 39 MARSH,WILLIAM 19 . HENRY 19
. KEATY 29 MARSHALL,LEWIS 4 . J HUGH 57
. STEVE 43, S7, 106 NANCY RICHEY 10 . KROGER 57
LEEPER,JAMES 19 MARTIAL,HUGH 19 . SLAVE ABSOLEM 63
. JOHN 19 MARTIN 12 . SLAVE JENNY 63
. ROBERT 19 MARTIN,ANDREW J 4 MINTON 12
. WILLIAM 19 . JOHN 8 MISE?,JR 56
LEIBEL,GRANDPA 70 . JOSEPH 41 MITCHEL,JAMES S 19 ,29
LEMON,ELISHA 19 . OTIS 95 . MOSES 19
STACY 19 . OWEN 21 . SALLEY 29
LEMONS,ELISHA 21 . SAM 3 MITCHELL 12
LESSENBERRY,ROBERT A 96 . SAMUEL 19 MITCHELL,JAMES S 29
LEVI,ZELMA 32 . URIAH 19 MONROE 12 /95
LEWIS 12 . W F 57 MONROE,CARTER 95
LEWIS,B P 101 MASON,MARGARET 106 NEWLAND,JOHN A 19
. C CHARLENE 61 MATHIS,BENJAMIN 2 MONTELL,LYNWOOD 37 -38
. GEN 11 ELIZABETH 2 MOORE,ALEXANDER 19
. JESSE 19 MATTHEWS 12 . ALICE 55
. JOSEPH H 10-11 MATTHEWS,FRANK 4 . EPPIE 55
. LEVI 2 . GEORGE W 51 ,52 . SUE 37
. LEWIS 2 . JAMES 51 52 . T F 87
, M L 104 . JOHN 51 -52 . VIRGINIA 55
. MARY L 104 . PLEASANT 19 51 . WORTHA 55
, RICHARD 2,4 MATTOX,IGNATIUS 20 MORAN,H L 55
LILCH,HOMER 55 SAMUEL 20 MORGAN 11
LINCOLN 87 MAUPIN,MICHAEL 4 MORGAN,EMILY 62
LINCOLN,"UNCLE ABE 45 MAURY,LEONARD H 6 MORRIS 12
ABRAHAM 88 MAXEY,PHILLIP 20 MORRIS,EARL 59
LOCK,RICHARD 19 TABITHA 34 . HERMAN 6
LOFWELL,WILLIAM 20 MAYALL,JAMES 68 . IDA GOLDSMITH 11
LOGSDON,BILLY PAUL 94 . JOHN 68 . JERMAN B 55
LONG,A G 94 . SAMUEL 68 . SAMUEL C 55
. CHRISTINE 95 MAYFIELD 12 MORROW,POLLY 29
. DOC 95 MAYFIELD,ADALINE 51 -52 MORSE,STEPHEN 78
. GEORGE 94 . GEORGE 21 MOSEBY,HENRY 4
. H W 73 . ISAAC 19-20 MOSS 12
. JEANETTE 95 . JANE 51 -52 MOSS,CHARLES 4
LORD,HEEKIAH 19 . JOHN 51 -52 . EVA 58
LOREY,JOHN 21 . JOSEPH 3 . WILLIAM 20
LOVE,HERSCHEL 56 . NANCY 51 MOUSER,DR & MRS 55
LOVELADY,SARAH B 30 . POLLY 51 MULKEY,PH 29
LOVELL,CHARLEY 58 . POWATAN 51 -52 MUMFORD,SAMUEL 2
LOVLADY,THOMAS 35 . TANDY 51 -52 MUNDAY,SUE 87
LOW,DANIEL 35 . THOMAS 51 -52 MUNROE,JAMES 19
LOWE,JIMMY 5 MCCLELLAND,MASTIN 19 MUNSON,EDWARD L 39
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MURPHEY,BILL 57 JONATHAN 42 . MARY CHAPMAN 51
MURRAY,JOHN A 6 r 11 PALMORE,A K 57 . SALLY CHAPMAN 51
MURRELL,SAMUEL SR 20 . ED 61 . SARAH 51
MYERS,W R 58 . LEROY 58 . WILLIAM 51
M ,H M 58 . RAFT? CLAY 58 PRENTICE,GEORGE D 87
MCAFEE,MOSS 56 . REGINALD 59 PRIEST,NATHANIEL 20
MCALLISTER,JAMES 19 . 2ELMA 61 PROCTER,GENNEY 30
MCCANDLESS,ALEXANDER 20 PARKER,ABRAHAM 35 JENNET 29
Mccarty,MONZY 19 . ANNA 95 PROCTOR,MANSFIELD 4
McCLARTY,GEORGE 56 . BETTY 35 . ROBERT 4
McCLELLAN,GENERAL 39 . GEMIMA 35 . SOLOMON 4
88--89 . PHEOBY 35 PROFFITT,BILL 94
McCOY,MRS 94 . POLLY 30 PULLIAM,CHARLES 19
McCULLUM,JOHN 20 PARRISH,B MILLS 2 . JOHN 20
McFERRAN,W R 3 . BENJAMIN 2 . SAM 4
WILLIAM 4 . EDWARD 2 PULL ,EULA 58
McGAVIC,MR 93 . GEORGE W 3 QUANTRILL,
McHANEY,JAMES 19 . HENRY 2,4 WILLIAM CLARKE 87
McKAY,ANGUS 20 . HENRY C 3 QUERY,SUSANNAH 36
MCKEY,THOMAS 21 . JERRY 94 QUESENBERRY,EDWARD 4
MCKINLEY,WM 56 . RICHARD 4 QUIN,HUSTON 71
MCKINNEY,CHARLES 20 PARSONS,A E 57 QUINN,MARY 35
McKINNIS,POLLY 30 E 58 SALLY 30
SALLY 30 PATTERSON,CATEY 29 QU R,JAMES 58
MCMILLIN,JOHN 4 . GENNET 30 RAGAN,WILLIAM 102
JOSEPH 4 . HENRY 4 RANDOLPH,RANNY 91
McMURRAY,WASHINGTON 19 . JOHN 29 . RUSSELL 91
MCMURRY,SAMUEL 20 . NANCY 29 . WILLIAM 8
McNEAL 56 PAULSON,LOU 68 RAPIER J M 75
McPHERSON,DR 55 PAYNE 12 RATZMAN,GOE? G 56
. GROLL? 55 PAYNE,BENJAMIN 6,36 RAY,DANIEL 19
. JOSEPH 19 . JAMES M 8 . HENRY 4
McREE,N B 56 . JAMES MADISON 6 . JAMES 20
McWHORTER,DORCAS 29 . MARY "POLLY" 6 READ,JAMES H 12
. HENRY 28-30, 35 -36 . MR & MRS 57 READING,A H 57
. JENET 29 . WILLIAM 6,8 REDFORD,FRANK A 9
. PATEY 30 PAYTON 103 REDMON,JOHN 19
NATION,LAMBON 21 PAYTON,PETER 67 REED,GEORGE 21
NEAL,ANN ELIZA 55 PEDEN,EVA COE 28 . JAMES 20
. EZEKIAL 55 MR 58 . LEONARD K 21
. EZEKIEL 54 PEDIGO,JACK 58 REINSTEDLER,MAMIE 72
. MR 55 JOSHUA 19 RENEAU,DAVIE 59 ,64
NELSON,R E 57 PEMBERTON,ISIAH 4 RENFRO,JESSE 20
NEVILL,JAMES 21 PENINGTON,DANIEL 19 RENICK,HENRY 20
. JOSEPH 21 PENN 12 RENOLDS,J D 57
. WILLIAM 21 PENTON,JOHN 20 REUL?,MR 58
NEWBERRY,CARRIE 71 PERDUE,ANNA LAURA 74 REYNOLDS,BERNEICE 94
NEWELL,JAMES 20 PERKINS, BESSIE 32 . CAROLE TURNER 93
NEWLAND,HENRY 2,4 . JOHN 52 CHARLES 91
HENRY C 4 . TARLETON 20 . DONNA 91
NORRIS,B B 73 PETERS,ANDERS 103 . ELIZABETH MARY
. EDWIN N 73 CATERINE 103 SLOAN 91
. HARRY 73 PETERSEN,V S JR 68 . EUGENIA PEARL 91
. RICHARD 2 PFEFFER,ANTIONETTE 58 . GENIE 91
NUNN,LOUISE 32 PHILLIPS 12 . J D 58
0'BANN0N,A L 75 PIERCE,RICHARD 20 . JAKIE 91
0'BRIAN,R G 72 PIERCY,JOHN 21 . JEAN HOLTON 94
OAKERS?,CLARENCE 56 PINCKLEY,BETEY 29 . JEWEL WALTER 91
0CHAS,A H 57 . GENNEY 30 . JOE 91
. HAZEL 57 . JOHN 35 . JOSEPH MARION 91
. S 57 . SILAS 29 . L E 74
OFFOTT,HENRY 71 PINSON,DAVID 2 . L E JR 74
OLDHAM,JOHN 20 JAMES W 2 . LELA CARBY 91
OSBORN,JONATHAN 19 POINTER,EDMUND 20 . LEROND 95
OTTLEY,JOHN 57 JOHN 20 . LUCILLE 93
OVERSTREET 91-92 POOLE,JOHN 2 . M L 3
OWENS,GEORGE 4 WILLIAM 2 . NOLTE 92
. JAMES 4 POPE,GREGORY VIII 77 . ROY 92 ,95
. JOHN 21 POSEY,MARGARET 56 . RUSSELL 92
PACE,WILLIAM 19 POYNTER,GRANDPAPPY 93 . RUSSELL ARTHUR 91
PAGE,JAMES 4 . J C 94 . WILL 56
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RHEA,LOTHER 58 . MARTHA 62 . DRURY 13
RHODES,VIRGIL 4 . VIRGIL 61 . EDNA K RUSH 61
RICHARDSON,F A 3 RUSSELL,AARON 19 . EDNA KATHLEEN 62
. GEORGE 20 . G B 55 . EMMA 95
. JOHN 19 . W H 58 . G B 57
. ROBERT 2 56 . WILLIAM 58 . HARRY 73
. WOODS 58 RYON 12 . HENRY 57
RICHEY,ANDREW C 19 SAFFLER,WILCOMB 19 . HUGH 13
. JAMES 9 SANDERS,ARCHIBALD 19 . ISHMAEL 13
. JAMES HENRY 10 . JAMES 20 . JAMES 13 19
. JOHN 57 . SEMPLE 19 . JAS D 13
. MAUDE DOVE 9 SANDERSON,ALEXANDER 37 . JEREMIAH 13
. NANCY 10 JANE B 37 . JESSE 13
. PRESTON 10 SAUNDERS,ISAAC 19 . JNO 13
. SARAH ELEANOR 10 SCHARAT, IRWIN 56 . JOHN 19
RICKS,CHRISTINA 105 SCHMITT,A 57 . MARGARET 13
RIDGE,GEORGE 58 . DAN? E 58 . MARGARET A 34
MINNIE 58 . MAGDALEN 57 . MARY 13
RITCHEY,ROBERT 20 . MAMIE 57 . MICHAEL 13
RITTER,GEORGE 4 SCOTT,CARL 95 . PERRANY 13
ROBERT 4 RAY 95 . ROBERT 4
ROBBINS,ROXIE 10 SCRIBANER,GEORGE 4 . SMITTY 94
ROBERTS,ETHEL B 58 SCRIEVENER,GEORGE 3 . SOLOMON 13
. JOSEPH 19 SECREST.E S 75 . THOMAS G 13
. SAMUEL 4 SETTLE 12 . THOS 13
ROBERTSON,THOMAS 20 SEXTON,JOHNSEY? 72 . WILEY 20
WILLIAM 20 SHARP,ABSOLOM M 20 . WILLIAM 13 20
ROBINSON,JACK 56 SHAW,JOHN 20 . WILLIAM W 13
. JAMES 20 SHEAFFER, J E 55 . WM 13 -14
. JOEL 20 SHELBY,ADAM 4 SMIYTH,JAMES 21
. LAWSON 20 SHELTON,DAIS. 20 SMOTHERS, HUGH 14
. MARMA D 20 SHIPLEY,NATHANIEL 19 SNEED,ACHILLIS 14
ROGERS 12, 41 ,59 SHIRLEY,NIMROD 21 SNODDY,ROBT 14
ROGERS,ELIJAH 20 . THOMAS 21 SNOW,ABNER 14
. GEORGE 20 . WILLIAM 21 . JNO 14
. HAMPTON 95 SHOBE,HUGH 4 . JNO L 14
. HENRY 4 LEWIS 4 . JOHN L 14
. LEE 4 SHORT,HENRY 4 . SUSEY 29
. W L 56 SHUGART,ELI 32 SNYDER,JAMES 3
ROGGENKAMP,H W 55 . JANE HARDING 32 SORREL,WILLIAM 20
ROSS?,ZIRA 58 . MARY WILLIAMS 32 SORRELS,SAMUEL 20
ROTHRIG?,HARRY 58 . MATILDA BOW 32 SPARKS,K C 59
JOE A 58 . NANNIE SOLA 32 SPEAKMAN,THOMAS 14
ROWE,J 57 . WILLIAM JASPER 32 SPENCER,JOHN 20
K 57 . ZACHARIAS 32 MOSES 20
ROWSEY,WILLIAM 20 SHURMBY, SPILLMAN,JAMES 14
RO ,E M 58 ELIZABETH SOPHIA 35 SPOTSWARD 7
RUDOLPH,JOE 57 SIMMONS,C 44 SPOTSWOOD,ALEXANDER 36
RUSH,ALINE 62 . CARLOTTA 44 SPRAIN,MARSHALL D 14
. CARL 61 . CHARLOTTE 44 SPRINGER,EZEKIEL 14
. EDNA 61 . CLAYTON 6 SPURLOCK,DANIEL 14
. EDNA K 61 . JOHN 11 DAVID 14
. EDNA KATHLEEN 62 . LUCY D 18 SQUIRES, C C 58
. EMILY 61 SIZEMORE,W 57 . HELEN 58
. ERNEST 61 SKAGG,CHARLES 56 . RENA 58
. FRANCES EVELINE 62 SKILES,MR 65 STAPLES,ELSON 61
. GEO 61 -62 SLAVEN,SAMUEL 20 RICHARD P 14
. GEORGE 61 SLOAN,ARCH 6 STARR,REMUS 54
. GEORGE "JACK" 61 ELIZABETH MARY 91 STATON 12
. GEORGE JACKSON 62 SMITH 12 STATON,JOHN 14
. JACK 62 SMITH,AARON 13 STEELE,JAKE 72
. JAMES C 62 . ABSOLOM 20 STEENBERGER, J H 14
. JAMES CARROLL 62 . ALLEN I 13 STEFFEY,LAWRENCE K 14
. JESSIE D 62 . AMOS 13 STEINBURGER, ISH 14
. JIM 62 . BECKEY 29 STEMONS,WASHINGTON 14
. JOHN 19 ,61 . BENJ 13 STEPHENS,JOHN 14
. JOSEPHINE 61 . BENJAMIN 4 WILLIAM 4
. JOSIE 61-62 . BENJAMIN T 13 STIAKER,JOHN 14
. LOVIE 62 . BILL 94 STICE,IRVIN 58
. LOVIE MAE ARCHER 62 . CLYDE 95 STINSON,JOEL 20
. LUVINIA 61 . DREWRY 13 JOHN L 20
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STOCKSTON 14 . PATSY 58 UNDERWOOD,
STOCKTON,JAMES P 19 . ROBERT 15 . ELIZABETH COX 64
. JOHN 21 . ROBERT I 15 . JOSEPH 66
. NEWBERRY 20 . ROBERT L 15 . JOSEPH R 47 ,64
. ROBERT 14 . ROBERT S 15-16 VAUGHAN,BENJAMIN 47
STOLSWORTH,JESSE 14 . SAMUEL 16 . JEREMIAH 47
STONE,JESSE 75 . SCOTT 57,50 . WILLIAM 47
STRAM,THOMAS 21 . SOLON 87 VICONER,GEORGES 20
STRANGE,BOOKER 4 . WADDY 15-16,21 VILAGUT,STEPHEN K 47
THOMAS 4 . WILLIAM 16,20 VILLESVIK,H B 57
STRINGFIELD,JAMES 14 THOMSON,ROBERT B 16 . HANNAH 57
STRODE,BILLY "BOOGER"• 94 THRELKELD,M 57 . MARGIE LEE 57
STUART,JESSE 5 THRELKIL,CARTER P 16 VINCENT,WILLIAM 35
STUNBURGEN,HENRY C 14 TIDDENS,WILLIAM 16 VINEYARD,DANIEL 47
STUNT?,SAM 58 TINSLEY,JOHN 16 VINSON,JOHN 35
STURGIN,JAMES 14 . PHILLIP 16 VINZANT,ABRAHAM 21
SUBLETT,J B 75 . WILLIAM 16 VON ZEPPELIN,
SULCER,HARDIN 14 . WM 20 FERDINAND 89
SUMMERS,JOHN 21 TISDALE.ERLE 73 WADDY,WILLIAM 3
SUTER,JOHN 20 TOBE,THOS 16 WADE 12
SUTTON,JNO 14 TOLLE,WILLIAM DANIEL 4 WADE,D S 47
SWIFT,HENRY 69 WM 16 . OBEDIAH 47
. JAMES 68 TOMBLIN,JOHN 16 . PRESTON N 47
. MYRTLE 69 TOMLINSON,JAS 16 . W W 47
SWINEY,SAMUEL 14 TOMPKINS,CHRISTOPHER 41 WAGGONER,JAMES 47
SWINING,SAMUEL 14 DANIEL D 6 REUBIN 20
SWINNEY,AARON 14 TOMPKINS? 57 WAGNON,THOMAS P 20
TABOR,ELMER 55 TONEY,ELIJAH 19 WAHBON?,LUCY J 58
TADLOCK,JAMES 14 TOOHEY,EMILY 95 WAHKING,WM 72
TANEY,JESSE 14 TOOLEY,WILLIAM 16 WAKEFIELD,ALLEN M 47
TANNER,WM P 14 TOOMEY,JOHN 3 . HENRY 29
TAPOR,THOMAS 14 TRABUE,ED 3-4 . POLLY 29
TAPP,BECKRETT 14 . GEORGE 3,20 . WM 47
TARRANT,CARTER 14 . HAIDEN 20 WALDEN,RICHARD 47
TATE,DAVID 15 . WESLEY 3-4 WALDROP,DAVID 47
TAUER,FRANZ 70 TRACEY,EDWINS 16 WALKER,ANDREW 19-20
TAYLOR,DAVID M 15 TRACY,MICHAEL 16 . BESSIE PERKINS 32
. G B 58 TIMOTHY 16 . BILLY 32
. JNO 15 TRAMP,FREDERICK 16 . BRENDA 32
. JOSEPH 15 TRENT,NANCY 16 . C C 57
. MYRON 102 . THOS 16 . CARMEN ALLIE 32
. ROBERT 15 . WILLIAMSON 16 . DANIEL JR 20
. SIMEON 15 TRIGG,ALANSON 20 . DANNY 32
TELFORD,JNO 15 . HADEN/HAIDEN/HARDIN 16 . DAVID 47
TEMPLE,JESSE 15 . WASHINGTON 3-4 . DAVID JR 47--48
SALLEY 35 TROBRIDGE, JOB 16 . DRANE ELLIS 32
TERRY,C C 15 TROTTEN.JOHN B 68 . JEFFERSON 3
. E C 58 TRUE,ROBT 17 , JNO 48
. EDWIN 95 TRYON,JEREMIAH 17 . JOHN 78
. SAM 64 TUCKER 85 . JOHN AUSTIN 32
. SAMUEL IV 59 TUCKER,GEORGE 94 . JOHN WESLEY 32
. WM 15 TUDER,HENRY 17 . JOHNNIE ELLISON 32
THACKER,TURNER 19 TUNNEL,NICHOLAS 17 . LELA ALMA 32
THGOMPSON,FLO? 56 TUNNELL,JOHN 17 . LEVY WALKER 32
THIGPEN,HORACE 56 TUNSTALL,JOSEPH T 17 . LINDA LOUISE 32
THOMAS 12 TUNSTILL,JOSEPH T 17 . LUTHER ELZY 32
THOMAS,CHARLES 3 TURNER,CAROLE 93 . MARTHA FORD 32
. DAVID 15 . RICHARD 17 . MR 57
. JESSE 15 . STARLING 17 . RUBY ETHEL 32
. WALTER 15 TURPIN,ELISHA 20 . SANDERS 48
THOMPSOHN,CATLETT W 54 NATHAN 17 . STANLEY ALLEN 32
THOMPSON 66 TUTT,JANE C 3 . VIRGIL 3
THOMPSON,BERRY 20 SOLOMON 3 . ZELMA LEVI 32
. CATLETT W 55 TWYMAN 12 WALL,GEORGE 69
. DAVID 15 TWYMAN,ABRAHAM 17 WALLACE,DADE 58
. G G 71 . JNO 17 . HARRISON 3
. H 15 . JOHN 17 . WILLIAM 48
. JAMES 15 . MOSES 4 WALLER 12
. JAMES H 15 . WILLIAM 17,36 WALTERS,CONRAD 48
. JOHN 15 TYSINGER,BARBARA R 78 JOHN 19
. MR 55 UNDERWOOD 12 WARD 66
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WARD,BRITTION 48 WHITWELL,THOS 48 WOLF 12
WARDER 12 WILBORN,GIDEON 48 WOMACK,ALLEN 49
WARDER,JOSEPH 20 WILBURN,AQUILLA 19 HANNAH 49
WILLIAM 20 ELIAS 19 WOOD,ANDERSON 4
WARREN,B F 48 WILCOX 48 . BENJAMIN 3-4
DAVID 48 WILCOX,SAM 4 . FANNY 29
WARROW,MISS 58 WILEY,THOS 48 . FRANKY 30
WATERS,JACOB 20 WILKERSON, JNO 48 . GEORGE 4
WATKINS,ELIZ. 3 . RICHARD 20, 48 . GEORGE T 49
. M 48 . WM 49 . HENRY 4
. THOMAS W 3 WILKINSON,ELIZABETH 42 . JAMES L 49
WATSON 6 . NEEL 35 . JESSE 49
WATSON,A 72 . RACHEL 35 . JNO 49
. EZEKIAL 48 WILLIAMS,BENJ 49 . JOEL 49
. JOHN W 48 . BRITTON 49 . JOSEPH 3
. THOMAS SHELBY 87 . DANIEL 49 . PETER 49
WATT,JONATHAN 3 . EDWARD 104,105 . PLEASANT 20
SAMUEL 21 . EDWARD L 106 . ROBERT F 50
WATTS,THOMAS 4 . ETHEL M 72 . SALLY 29
WAULDSOUP,YODNGER 48 . F R 105 . SAMUEL 4 ,50
WEBB,WM 48 . FRANK 106 . THOMAS 29
WEIS,CARL 11 . G L 49 . WILLIAM 50
WEIST,EDWIN B 90 . IDA P 72 . WM 4
WELBURNE,JOSHUA 48 . JAMES 49 . WM G 50
WELCH,BETTY 74 . JNO 49 WOODCOCK,MARTHA C 50
. DAVID 48 . JNO D 49 WOODS,JOHNNY 95
. GENNET 30 . LERA 35 STEVE 95
. JOHN 29 . LOTTIE 104-105 . WM I 50
. MARY 74 . MARGARET MASON 106 WOODSON,THOMAS 50
. NANCY 29 . MARY 32 WOODWARD,NANCY 50
. ROBERT 30 . MINNIE 72 WOOLEY,DAVID 50
. WM 48 . OSBORNE 49 PETER 50
WELLER,H 57 . ROBERT 49 WOOTEN 12
R C 57 . RUSSELL 49 WOOTEN,JOSEPH 50
WELLS,AHASURUS 48 . T R 105 WORD,R H 57
. JAMES 48 . WM 49 WRAY,DANIEL 50
. MABLE SHELBY 31 WILLIAMSON,JAMES 49 WREN,ISAAC 50
WELSH,JOHN 48 . THOMAS 19 SAMUEL R 50
RICHARD 48 . THOS 49 WRENN 12
WEST,EDWARD 48 WILLIS 95 WRIGHT,ELIZABETH 50
. JNO 48 WILLIS,GEO B 49 . GEO 50
. WM 48 . GEORGE 19 . JACOB 50
. WM JR 48 WILSON 12 . JNO 50
WESTERFIELD,LUTHER 87 WILSON,DANIEL 4 . MERRIDITH 50
WESTON?,JACK 58 . DAVID 49 . THOS 50
WETHER,CHARLES 48 . DERASTUS 40 . UBERTA 50
WHEELER 12 . JACOB 49 . WM 50
WHEELER,JOHN 48 . JAMES 49 WYATT,JOSEPH 3
REUBEN 4 . JOHN 49 WYNN,JOSHUA 50 , 86
WHITAKER,CARL 95 . JORDEN 4 REBECCA 86
WHITE,ADA 59 . JOSEPH 49 YAKEY,HENRY 19
. CARL 59 . KENNETH W 75 YANCEY,JOEL 19, 21 ,50
. DANL 58 . MARY S 8 YANCY,JOEL 50
. HANNAH 29 . MR & MRS 58 YARBROUGH,HENRY 51
. MARJORIE 59 . WILLIAM 49 YATES,F G 51
, MARY 95 . WILLIS L 49 W A 73
. R A 57 -58 . WM C 49 YEAKY,HENRY 19
. R H 58 . WM M 49 YORK,MEREDITH 35
. R S 57 . WOODROW 87 YOUNG 12
. SAML 58 WIMPS,WIDOW 85 YOUNG,ASA 51
. SIMEON 20 WINAN,DR 37 . EDWARD 51
. WILLIAM 35 WINCHELL 46, 67,70 . REUBIN 51
WHITLOW,GRANVILLE 48 WININGER,CHARLES E 11 . SABIE 56
. MR 94 WINKLER,EPHRIAM 30 . WM 51
. PLEASANT JR 48 PITHINIA 30 ,DELPHIE 61
WHITMAN,A T 56 WINLOCK,HENRY 49 . EDITH 61
WHITNEY,ANNIE PAYNE 6 WM M 49 . FRED M 57
. DANIEL 4 WINN,THOMAS 49,86 . FROSTY 92
. SAMUEL 4 WISE,JOHN 87 . HENRY 58
WHITSON,THOMAS 19 WITCHER,BOOKER 28 . JENNY 29
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Start 2008 right and remember to renew your subscription
to "Traces"!
We'd love any contributions from our readers. If you have
an interesting story about one of your ancestors, a Bible
record, a clear photograph, a family tree; send them to the
Editor, Sandi Gorin, at 205 Clements Ave., Glasgow, KY 42141-
3409. You will receive full credit
Seasons Greetings to all our members from all of us at the
South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society.
BOOKS FOR SALE BY THE SOCIETY
Barren County CemctBrlas: Ken Beard and Brice T. Leech, Editors. Hardbound.
$25.00 plus $3.50 shipping and handling.
Barren County Heritage. Goode and Gardner, Editors. $25.00 plus $3.50 shipping and
handOng.
Barrens: The Family Genealogy of the White, Jones, Maxey, Rennick, Pope and
KIrlcpatrick families, rslated lines. Emery H. White. $11.50.
Biography of EMer Jacob Locke. James P. Brooks. S3.60.
Goodhope Baptist Church (now Metcalfe Co.). Peden 1838-1872. $6.00
Historic Trip Through Barren County, Ky. 0. Clayton Simmons, hardbound. $17.50.
Little Barren (Trammel's Creek) Baptist Church, Mtcatfe Co KY, Peden. $6.00.
Mt Tabor Baptist Church, Committee. $11.65.
Pleasant Run Church, McFariand's Creek, 1827-1844, Peden. $6.00.
Stories of the Early Days, Cyrus Edwards. Hardbound. $17.00 plus $2.00 postage.
Then And Now, Dr. R. H. Grinstead. $2.60.
Times of Long Ago. Franklin Gorin. Hardbound. $12.00. plus $2.00 postage
1879 Beers and Lanagan Map of Barren County. 24x30 laminated cardstock, black
and white. Landowners shown, community inserts. $7.25 plus $2.75 postage.
I would like to order the following books;
TITLE COST
Total Cost $
Extra S&H ifapplk:able $
TOTAL $
iERSmP APPLICATION
New Member (Y) (N) Renewal 00 (N)
Name:
Address:




Enclosed is my check/money order in die amoont of S for monberahip in die
Society. Dnes received before January 31^ of each year will insure dut your name is on die
maHinf list of ^^races** for die first issue of the year. If received after that date, you wiD be
mailed your current issue and an back issues due you at diat time. Please notify us of
address chanfesi
Regular Membership $12.00
Family S15.00 (one copy of **Trace3^
Life, under age 70 $150.00
Life, over age 70 SIOO.OO
Thank you for your continued support!
Mail diis application to:
South Central Kentncky Historical and Genealogical Society
Post Office Box 157
Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
GENERAL INFORMATION
MEMBERSHIP is open to anyone interested in the history of the South Central
Kentucky area, centering around Barren County. Annual dues are $12.00.
TRACES, the Society's quarterly publication is received by all members. It is
published seasonally; Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining during
the year will receive the past issues of that year in a separate mailing.
CONTRIBUTIONS are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible,
will and probate, cemetery, court and other recoils are all acceptable. You will be
listed as the contributor.
QUERIES are accepted only from members, without limit, and will be published as
space permits. Queries should be limrted to about 50 words.
EXCHANGE of Traces with other Societies or publications is acceptable and
welcome.
BOOKS to be reviewed in Traces must be sent with information as to cost,
including postage, from whom the book may be obtained. They become the
property of the Society library. Books should have Kentucky interest. Reviews will
be published as space permits.
MEETINGS are held monthly, except Decemt)er, at the South Central Kentucky
Cultural Center (Museum of the Barrens), 200 Water Street, Glasgow, KY, on the
fourth Thursday, 7:00 p.m. Interesting and informative programs are planned for
each meeting and your supportive attendance Is always welcome.
BACK ISSUES of Traces are available. Our supplies of the following are gone: Vol.
1, Nos. 1-4 (1973): Nos. 1-4 (1974); Vol. 4. (1976); Vol. 5, No. 1 (1977), Vol. 3, Nos. 1
and 4 (1981); Vol. 10, Nos. 1 and 2 (1982), Vol. 12, No. 2 (1984). All others can be
purchased as long as the supply lasts at $4.00. Back issues will be mailed with
our regular quarteriy mailing.
CORRESPONDENCE of any type that requires a reply must contain a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. Address to: South Central Kentucky Historical and
Genealogical Society, P. O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
BOOKS AND MATERIALS of a genealogical nature that you no longer need -
would you consider donating them to the Society? They wll be preserved for
other researchers and are deeply appreciated. Contact the editor, Sandi Gorin, 205
Clements Avenue, Glasgow, KY 42141-3049.
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